We buy and sell all of the above,
from single items to large collections. Please
contact us whenever you feel that we may assist.
Our experience and facilities are always at your
disposal.

GEORGE S. WEGG LTD.
53 Adelaide Street East,
TORONTO • CANADA M5C 1 K6
Telephone (416) 363-1596
TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME

PUBLIC STAMP AUCTION
NEXT AUCllON: SPRING 1990

JIMHENNOK
Licensed Auctioneer

Will Sell at Public Auction Without Reserve

CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND & PROVINCES
British Commonwealth & Foreign

FEATURING
A large selection of better Canada, Postal History
and British Commonwealth
TO BE HELD IN OUR AUCTION GALLERIES
FREEINTRODUC~RYCATALOGUE

JIM A. HENNOK lJD.

185 Queen East Toronto, Ontario
Canada MSA 152 Tel: (416) 363-IT57
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Editorial Page
ALL GOOD THINGS

Vic Willson

This is my last editorial as editor of TOPICS, and the hackneyed baton passes to Robert
Lemire. Please give Robert all the assistance you can, as well as patience, for he must also
eam a living. Robert brings a wealth of knowledge to the editor's job, and I know we will
be pleased with his efforts. Elsewhere is a brief summary of how you can contact Robert
regarding editorial matters.
For those contributors who waited overlong for a response over the years, I send my
apologies as well as thanks for caring enough to write. For those who will consider a
contribution, please take the plunge. I know Robert is very interested in including as many
writers as possible. Remember, you have the knowledge in your area of interest, and it is
almost always way beyond that of others who are or might be interested. Never think that
a topic is too isolated or trivial for our journal. It has constantly amazed me that one bit of
knowledge leads to another, and they are collated with other bits to produce quite insightful
and general knowledge, sometimes opening up whole new areas of collecting. I firmly
believe that there are as many collecting areas as the total number of items of philatelic
material permuted by the number of items in the average collector's collection, virtually
infmite. In fact, one of my challen~es to you is to take a look at the material you now have,
and completely rearrange it, subdiVIde it, or otherwise do something fresh. The value of this
task is that it costs nothing (right now), yet may lead even the most advanced collector to
move off in a new direction. I submit that there is never an end to collecting, only to one's
initiative and imagination if they are not exercised. Then, write that variation up for
TOPICS. It will stimulate discussion and searches by other collectors, who well may write
you about it.

ANTIQUES AND SEA CHANGE
It certainly amazes me, as it must many of you, to enter an "antique" shop and see items
that were in everyday usage when I was a child being touted as antiques. The original
defmition of antique is hopelessly lost today (one hundred years of age), and the key now
seems to be "connectedness" to one's past. This has many implications for stamp collecting,
and most of them are positive. I have discussed aspects of this issue in previous editorials,
but I don't think that it can be mentioned enough. We can get our share of the baby
boomers, who will have enormous amounts of disposable income in the next thirty years.
They are fueling the antique interest now. The little philatelic material they typically see in
antique shops is pathetic, usually grossly overpriced common covers from the 1930's or the
like. The antique dealers rarely know an~g about philately, so that when they get
something, they overprice it for fear of lettmg it go too cheap. This is also not unknown
among stamp dealers out of their depth, isn't it? Nevertheless, if you try to educate them
about the value, they either think you are merely trying to acquire something cheaply, or they
comment that they paid enough for the material that they need to price it that way. I have
attended a few estate auctions at which incredibly common material commanded hi~ prices,
mostly by buyers who had no idea what they were getting but caught some biddmg fever.
The dealers seem to get their cues from such performances. I myself have thought about
salting a few such auctions with leftover worldwide material - I am convinced it would do
better than at a stamp auction.
The bad part of this is when the buyer finds out what the stuff is really worth, along the
BNA TOPICS I OCT-NOV-DEC 1995/ NO 4
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lines of the fancy firstdaycoverswith gold foil replicas and the like. I've seem some of that
material go for one cent on the dollar's original purchase price, and so have many of you.
My deceased father even began to buy some of that for the grandchildren before I caught on
and stopped it cold The dose of cold water associated with being told your precious
investment is virtually worthless will not make stamp collectors of these folks; it will drive
them away from the hobby. A good investment in a nice piece of furniture will hold good
value over time, and buyers know it. Somehow we need to get better information into the
antique market. I sell extra items on consignment with antique dealers, usually stuff I had
to buy in a lot to get something I wanted. Perhaps some judicious insertion of moderate
quality,lower end material at good prices with antique dealers might begin to bring greater
awareness in your area. I don't want to take business away from our stamp dealers, but there
is certainly enough material to go around, and what I am describing they often don't want
anyway. It's the stuff that essentially is given away to make other material saleable. At
modest prices, however, it might begin to attract all those antique buyers while they peruse
other things. It would also be free advertising for philately, especially if a brochure or
brochures listing local clubs, CPS and APS, BNAPS for Canadian material, and the like
were with the packet, notebook or what ever form the material was organized into.
Remember, even on consignment antique dealers usually need 15-25% of the price. Clearly,
it makes no sense to put a 12d black into such a venue. On the other hand, the old album
of worldwide you acquired somewhere along the line might do fme at $50. Nothing
ventured, nothing gained.

INTERNET SALES
Within the year I predict that you will be able to inspect and buy philatelic material via
the lNTERNET. How our dealers react to this will be very important to the hobby. If this
starts with the Shopping Network, with the kind of material I described above, the whole
hobby will be in trouble. More esoteric venues will likely be the genesis, such as auctions
and high end dealers. It is very easy to scan a page of stamps or covers and upload it to a
file that will be accessed by potential buyers. I believe tlie whole market will change,
becoming international in both the advanced and intermediate categories of material. It may
kill the weekend stamp bourse eventually. Personally, l'd rather browse through material
late at night than drive to Houston or Dallas and kill half or all my weekend. The downside
is that some material will be missed. It will not pay to put up ten cent covers (they still
exist), or even dollar covers. They may instead be lots listed with few shown, the old salting
trick. I would like to see our Sales Circuit investigate this, since it would eliminate some
of the crossborder problems we've had with customs, a crapshoot if ever there was one.
Welcome to the 21st century.
So long - see you in the funny pages (or at a BNAPS convention).

* DNA Topics in Transition *
The transfer of responsibility for BNA Topics to the new editor is now in progress.
Effective immediately, all articles, regular colwnns, letters, and books for review should be
sent to me, Robert Lemire, at Box 1870, Deep River, ON, Canada, KOJ IPO. I can be
contacted by telephone in the evenings at 613-584-1574 and by e-mail at 102124.1304@
compuserve.com.
Most material already submitted to Vic Willson and not yet published should be in my
hands by the time you receive this issue of Topics.
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Submissions can be accepted in many fonns: (a) typewritten; (b) 3W' or SY." diskettes
for IBM compatible or 3!12"diskettes for Macintosh computers together with a printed
version of the text (ASCII files or files as prepared using most major word processing
programs); (c) neatly handwritten. In addition contributions can now be sent to me by
e-mail (initially ASCII files only). A detailed "help sheet" on manuscript preparation is
being written, and will be supplied on request.
Canada Post does not provide home delivery in Deep River, only a (large) post office
box. Please do not send any material to me by U.P.S. or courier (including U.S. Post
Express Mail) without contacting me first by telephone. Neither U.P.S. packages nor
courier mail (with the exception of Canada Priority Post) can be delivered to a Canadian
Post Office box.

JIM LEHR NEEDS

P.E.I.- R.P.O. STRIKES
I need the following runs, preferably on cover.
Will pay $1 00 each for:

MA = 33, 34, 35, 37, 40 and 41
RR 121 and 132
Also the deleted 127 & 131 if found.

=

Write me at: Kendal at Longwood #125
Kennett Square, PA 19348
or call 1-610-388-31 09

PUBLICIST(S) WANTED
BNAPS needs ooe oc two vohmteers willing to undertake a set program of
publicizing the Society's activities with the goal of attracting new members.
Ifyou have sane time to spare ard woold like to help, please <mtaOC
HM (Mike) Street, President- BNAPS, 73 Halloo Dr., Ancaster, ON,

Canada L9G 2HS

BNAPS - The Society for Canadian Philately
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JoHN H. TALMAN AucnoNs
~

Box 70, Adelaide St. P.O., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

~

M5C2H8

Phone416-863·1465 OR 363·9997
Dear Philatelic owaur1

f'ltY....s

-· a••-a

tfhstbur you arc a buyer or a culler, . . want you to mow that - arc
always vorkiDCJ towards the CJOUl of offariDCJ you the bust service possible.
OYer aaay years . . have offarud both a public auction service and a private
treaty (·filled price) survias.
Onl.J.ke ..uy other auctionuurs, - do not
cbar9s a buyer' s a~uuion.· With the .Utiplu levels of tazus in C&nada, fuel that a buyar's pr~ua only caucus .arc confucian and biddinCJ hesitation
for collector buyers and svun confusion for ua.u dealers. I like to think
that this vorlts for us and . . have had oar share of rucom prices wbJ.lu
offuriDCJ .any bariJ&in• au vall.
OUr buyers arc looltinCJ for utulps and covers fra. the rarest and - • t
expensive to affordable biat i.DtaruutinCJ i~ or svun wbolusals quantities of
relatively cheap stulps. •• also sell ooiDs, .udal.u and other aollsct.ibluu
thr~~ our sales.
h
ha,. tried to restrict .aut of our onr-thu-c:ountsr
( rs
) sales . to pbil&tulic -tarial but oar auction holds a widar scops.

OUr dovntOWD 'l'oronto retail location pats US i.D touch with lsadi.DCJ
aolluctoru and daaluru ....ry day. Ma11f of these arc visitors to town, and if
the visitor • - l i b an aatJ,,. baf-r, . . aaku curs to 9st the ~ and
address for our ..Uin9 list. oar ..ui.DCJ list is one of tbu .aut active and
current lists of tr.quunt bayun i.D the world.
Jl'oruiiJD biddaru arc
uuccussful buyuru i.D all of oar ual.uu. oar rupatation gives buyers around
the world aonfidDDCD to bid with u.

IJI omar to prcwids onr D&CJ&r bayurs with the aoi.D, stamp or other
philatelic i t - th.y DSDd, - will ruduos onr rDIJDlar auction cc.aiuuionu on
larqar conui~ts, sffucti,. t_.uatuly.
At present ch&riJs 20•
~scion with no baysr'u pzwaiaa. Jl'or coaui~nta with a •tni- rualiasd
value of n,ooo.oo our ~scion 1lil1 be 15tJ on conui~nts ovar $6,000.00
realized value the aa..isuiaa will be oaly 121s•1 and on consiCJDIIIInts of crntr
$15,000.00 raalised value, oaly 10•.

lalss arc held uvury uiz to siqbt
for piclt up or shippi.Dq i.Dutructions.

-Its.

Don' t delay.

Contact us today

lincuruly,

~
.

.,.~
1'u.an.

p.a.

Canadian conuiiJDors uboald note that there is an advantaqu to usllinq
i.D Canada. Oadar prsu-t G.S.1'. rules, tbu 7t G. S.'l. ch&rgud to Canadian
buyers is rufuded to Cunedjen conuiCJUOrs. In other voriu, the CJOVD~nt
i.Duistu that . . 9i,. JOG• the oanuJ.CJDGr, the G.a.'l'. aollsctud. 'l'bus for
C&nedhnu usllill9 i.D C&lulda, oar law 10• -t.uuion llifbt a.a- only lt.
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Canadian Letter Mail to New Zealand and
Australia via Panama, 1866 - 1869
The Panama, New Zealand and Australian Royal Mail Co.
G.B. Artken, AW. Leggett, G,J. Eliott, G.P. Molnar
New Zealand's Problem. New Zealanders were vitally concerned about mail to and
from the Mother country. The distance from Britain, by Peninsular and Oriental packet,
via Suez, was approximately 13,900 miles. 1'bis was more than half way around the earth.
The time was correspondingly long. The P.& 0. packets took some nine weeks to carry
mail from Southampton to Sydney, N.S.W. Local ships carried the mail across the Tasman
Sea, almost a week more for a total of ten weeks. Perhaps the most aggravating part was
that the P.& 0. steamer started its return trip from Sydney before mail could get to New
Zealand and a reply get back to Sydney. The New Zealand feeling was summarized in a
New Zealand newspaper as "We are at the fag end of an imperfect chain" [1,2,3,4].
There was a possible solution, a dream: to send the mail across the Pacific. With the
completion of the Panama railroad Jan. 25, 1855 from Panama (city) on the Pacific side
across the isthmus to Aspinwall I Colon on the Atlantic side, the dream burned brighter.
New Zealand led the way to tum the dream into a reality. There was opposition. Britain
opposed a trans Pacific shipping line. It would cost money. Melbourne (Victoria)
opposed the plan. Melbourne was doing very well with the existing P. & 0. service a.n d
didn't want it jeopardized. New Zealand signed a contract with the Panama and New
Zealand Royal Mail Steam Co. for trans Pacific mail service. New South Wales was invited
to join the contract and agreed. Trans Pacific mail might give Sydney a commercial
advantage over rival Melbourne. The prospective shipping line was renamed the Panama,
New Zealand and Australian Royal Mail Company.
Four ships.were ordered built for the new trans Pacific service. 'Ibey were given Maori
names: MRakaia", "Kailwura", "Ruahine" and "Mataura". The first three each displaced
about 1500 tons and had about 400 horsepower.. The "Mataura" was about 1700 tons with
about 450 horsepower. The M
Rakaia" came via Cape Hom (Straits of Magellan). The
•J<aikoura" came via the Cape of Good Hope. Packet service started from Sydney, June
15, 1866, with the sailing of the "Kaikoura".
The schedule of the 30 voyages is given in Table 1. The Sydney departure and arrival
dates have been compiled by George P. Molnar and are published in Chapter 11 of
reference 4. The Wellington departure and arrival dates have been compiled by Gerald
J. Ellott and are published in reference 3. The Panama dates are estimates. As the mail
service was monthly, the precise Panama dates are of minor importance. The critical dates
in identifying which ship carried a given Canadian cover are the Sydney or Wellington
arrival dates and the corresponding arrival backstamp on the cover.
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Table 1. The Panama, New Zealand and Australian Royal Mail Co.. 1866-1869

- l l r :1
Rakaia

8

6/'U3/66

7/23/66

1

Kailtoura

6/1,/66

6124/66

7/14/66

8/13/66

8/25/66

2

Ruahine

7/14

7/24

8/13

9/12

10/02

3

Rakaia

9/01

9/09

9/30

10129

11/23

4

Kaikoura

1<¥01

1<¥08

11/01

11/01

11/23

5

Ruahine

11/01

11/08

11/01

11/30

1/27/67

6

Rakaia

11/01

11/08

1/01/67

:UOl/67

1/24

7

Mataura

1/01/67

1/08167

1/30

3/01

4/11

8

Kailtoura

1/30

:U06

3101

4/03

4/~

9

Ruahine

3/01

3108

4/01-14

S/1,

'~

10

Rakaia

4/01

4/08

4/30

5/27

~

11

Mataura

S/02

5/08

5/30

6/27

7/~

12

Kaikoura

6/01

6108

6/30

7/28

8/27

13

Ruahine

7/01

7/08

7/29

8/27

9/26

14

Rakaia

8/01

8/08

8130

9/27

10/27

15

Mataura

9/01

9/08

9/29

1<¥27

11/22

16

Kaikoura

10/01

10108

10/30+

11/04

11/26

17

Ruahine

11/01

11/08

11/01

11/30

18

Rakaia

11/01

11/08

11/30

19

Mataura

1/01/68

1/08/68

20

Kaikoura

1/30

21

Ruahine

22

~/68

1127/68

:u~

1/3<¥68

3/01

3126

1/07

:U28

3/29

4/21

3/01

3108

3130

4/28

5126

Rakaia

4/01

4/08

4/30

5128

6/23

23

Mataura

5/01

,,08

5/31

6/29

7/22

24

K.aikoura

6/01

6/08

6129

7/28

8/18
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Ruahine

1/CJ2

7/08

7/29

8/25

10/01

26

Rakaia

8/CJ2

8108

9/01

9/30

10/21

27

Mataura

9/CJ2

9/09

9/30

10/28

11/21

28

Kaikoura

10/CJ2

10/08

10/30

11/26

12/21

29

Ruahine

11/CJ2

11/08

11/30

12/28

30

Rakaia

12/CJ2

12/08

12/31

1/28/69

1/27/69
2/24

The Canadian Covers, Australla via Panama. Department Order No. 70, February 12,
1867, announced a trans Pacific route to Australia and New Zealand. The Order
specified that a U.S. steamer to (Colon), Panama would leave New York on the 11th of
each month. The postal rate was 22¢ per Y2 oz. The Firby Recording [5] lists the Decimal
covers that went via Panama; four covers to Woodstock, Victoria and one cover to
Dunedin, New Zealand. These five covers are listed in Table 2. All of the covers were
properly paid 22¢.
Table 2. Decimal Covers to Australia and New Zealand- via Panama and West

2

JU 3 67

10,10,2

Hamilton

Woodstock

[5]

3

AU 8 67

10,10,2

Hamilton

Woodstock

M268-749,10/08/92

4

SP 10 67

10,10,1,1

Hamilton

Woodstock

(5]

5

AP3068

17,5

London

Dunedin NZ

S242-092,1/26/66

Cover No.1 of Table 2 is illustrated in Figure 1. This cover was posted in Hamilton,
C.W.. MY 15 67 and franked 22¢. An endorsement "Via Southampton" was changed to
"Via New York! A red 12 U.S. accountancy mark is barely visible in the "f" of ...field.
The mark represented a credit of 12¢ to New Zealand or to the Panama, New Zealand
and Australian ·Royal Mail Co. directly. There are Sydney JU 27 and Melbourne JY 6
backstamps showing that the cover was carried by the PNZ&A Royal Mail "Mataura.•
Figure 2 shows cover No. 3. This is a mourning cover from Hamilton, C.W .. AU 8 67,
to Woodstock, Australia, via Melbourne. This is one of some 13 covers of the McCormick
correspondence. The cover was sent to New York in accordance with the endorsement
at the upper left. A red 12 accountancy mark was stamped. At this date, the standard
U.S. packet charge was 10¢. It is likely that the U.S. debited Canada's account for 22¢
U.S.: 10¢ retained by the U.S. and 12¢ credited to New Zealand. Actually depreciation
of the U .S. currency may have meant that this 22¢ U.S. was somewhat less than the 22¢
Canadian paid in postage.
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Figure 1. Posted in Hamilton, MY 15 67, and addressed to Woodstock, via Melbourne,
Australia. Franked with 22t and endorsed "Via New York," the cover was sent to New
York and by U.S. packet to Panama. The PNZ&A Royal Mail packet "Mataura" carried
the cover to Sydney, NSW. Melbourne JY 6 backstamp.

Figure 2. A mourning cover from Hamilton, C.W., AU 8 67 to Woodstock, (Victoria).
The cover was sent to New York and was stamped with a red 12, crediting 12¢ toward the
cost of the trans Pacific voyage. The cover went by U.S. packet to Colon, across the
isthmus by rail and then across the Pacific in the PNZ&A Royal Mail •Rakaia• to Sydney.
Finally, the cover was forwarded to Victoria. Melbourne OC 8 67 backstamp.

The cover was carried to Colon by a U.S. packet, sent by rail across the isthmus to
Panama (city) and put aboard the PNZ&A Royal Mail "Rakaia.n The long voyage to
Sydney took about 57 days. The cover was forwarded from Sydney to Victoria. There is
a Melbourne OC 8 67 backstamp.

10
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A mourning cover to Woodstock, No. 4 of Table 2. is shown in Figure 3. Mailed in
Hamilton, SP 10 67, the 22¢ rate was paid with a pair of 10¢ Consorts and a pair of 1¢
Decimals. The cover went by rail to New York and U.S. packet to Colon, Panama.
Endorsed "Via Panama," there is a Panama SP 30 transit stainp. The cover went across the
isthmus by rail and then to Sydney by the PNZ&A Royal Mail "Mataura." There are
Sydney OC 27 and Melbourne (NO) 7 backstamps.
Figure 3. A mourning cover to Woodstock, Victoria. Australia from Hamilton, SP 10 67.
Faint red 12 U.S. accountancy mark. There is a Panama SP 30 67 transit stamp. Carried
on the PNZ&A Royal Mail "Mataura" to Sydney, OC 27. Melbourne NO 7 backstamp.

A Mystery. There is a mystery about these 22¢ covers. The black oval marking MORETO-PAY 6d on them is a postage due marking. Yet the covers were supposedly paid to
destination. U.S. covers, on the other hand, may well have gone paid 5¢, due 6d. There
was some misunderstanding. These Canadian covers should not have been charged 6d.
The Duckworths have quoted a letter from the Canadian post office to the New Zealand
post office requesting an explanation of this charge [6, p.415]. Unfortunately the Archives
did not have the New Zealand response.
New Zealand via England and Panama. Only one Decimal cover to New Zealand via
Panama has been reported so far: cover No.5 of Table 2. Figure 4 shows this cover. It
was mailed in London, C.W., AP 30 68, and addressed to Dunedin, Otago, New Zealand.
(This was late but still legal usage of the Decimals. They were never demonetized.) The
cover was properly paid 22¢ and properly endorsed "Via New York" for the trans Pacific
route. Somehow, in error, the cover was sent to London, England! There is a well struck
LONDON PAID transit stamp.
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Figure 4. From London, C.W., AP 30 68, to New Zealand via England and via Panama.
Sent to England by mistake. Carried by the Allan "Austrian" out of Portland, May 2. There
is a large red 5, a British accountancy mark crediting 5d to New Zealand. The cover was
carried by a Royal Mail packet to Panama, the preferred route from England to New
Zealand. Carried across the Pacific by the PNZ&A Royal Mail packet "Mataura."

The British stamped the cover with a red 5 and sent the cover back across the Atlantic
The Moubrays show a British cover stamped with an identical 5 and state that
5d was credited to New Zealand to subsidize the trans Pacific route [7, p.207]. Also, at this
time, via Panama and across the Pacific was the preferred route for British letters to New
Zealand. This cover was carried to New Zealand by the PNZ&A Royal Mail packet
"Mataura". The cover arrived in New Zealand JY 25 68 - 86 days in transit.
to Panama.

No Large Queen cover to New Zealand via Panama has been reported so far and only
one Large Queen cover to Australia via Panama. This cover is listed in Table 3. The cover
has been illustrated by the Duckworths [6, p.415] and, in color, by Firth [8, p.26].

JU 1068

15,6,1

[6, p.415]

The End of the via Panama Packet Service. The Panama, New Zealand and
Australian Royal Mail Company's ships made a total of30 round trips across the Pacific,
from New South Wales and New Zealand to Panama and back. The packets kept to
schedule. The service was a human triumph, an engineering triumph but a financial failure.
The end came with the last voyage of the "Rakaia" leaving Sydney, Dec. 2, 1868 and
returning to Wellington, Feb. 24, 1869.
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There were several reasons for the poor financial showing. Prospective passengers were
deterred by a fear of yellow fever. There were outbreaks of yellow fever in Panama in 1866
and in St. Thomas in 1867. Connections at Panama were sometimes poor. The Royal
Mail Steam Packet Co. had been hurt by a severe hurricane that hit St. Thomas in Oct.
1867. Possibly because of their troubles in the Caribbean. the Royal Mail had withdrawn
its financial support of the PNZ&A Royal Mail Co. New Zealand's dreams of trans
Pacific mail service were shattered. But the dreams would live again with the completion
of the U.S. transcontinental railroad in May 1869 and the eventual establishment of an
Auckland I Sydney - Fiji - Honolulu - San Francisco packet service.
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Perforations Revisited:
The Kiusalas Gauge and the Third Bill Issue.
R. A. Johnson
Introduction
The recent exchange by Hany Lussey, Ron Leith, and Ed Zaluski over early
perforations on postage and revenue stamps led me back to read again Winthrop Boggs'
Early American ~~rforatini Machines and Perforations• and, particularly the details of the
original W. & H. Bemrose patent reproduced there. This reading, some calculations that
followed, and an examination of some 900 dated examples of the Third Bill Issue prompted
this article which, it is hoped, will provide more light than heat on this subject.
In the interests of furthering ow- collective understanding, conjectw-es or conclusions
are flagged by the symbol'§' in order to distinguish them from 'facts'.

The Patent and some Additional Quotations from Boggs
The following are extracts from the reproduction of the patent referred to above. Since
it is a reproduction of the original printed version, it accw-ately provides basic wording
important to what follows.

1. "This Invention relates to the punching or perforating paper, &c. by means of
circular perforators or punches, placed on a cylinder, which is made to rotate at a rate equal
to that of the material to be perforated or punched, such material being passed und~ such
perl'ocators or punches by being plaoed oo a roller or carrier beneath them" (Is. 9 - 13, p. 1)
2. "The paper or other material to be perforated is laid upon a fixed bed ... fitted with
a moveable gau~ [sic] against the edge of which the sheet is placed, and pushed forward
until it comes m contact with the punching or perforating rollers D, E, when it is carried
forward arid'perforated. The lower one E of these rollers serves as a counterpart to the
upper roller D. It is represented in full sized detail side and edge view, at Figw-e 3 and 4
... " (From Is. 24- 32, p. 3 - emphasis added)
00 .

000

3. "The perforating rollers are secured on the shafts ... by the set screws .... " (Is. 37 ,38)
4. "On the end of this shaft [i.e. that of the counterpart wheel] is keyed a small spwwheelS, gearing with corresponding spw- wheel T, fast on the end of the upper spindle H
which carries the perforating rollers .... " (Is. 5 - 7, p.4)
5. "In order to ensure the paper leaving the perforators after passing through the rollers,
and to prevent its being carried round with them, we employ two curved pieces of wire ...
capable of sliding along a fixed rod ... situated on each side of the perforating teeth or

1

Winthrop S. Boggs, Early American Perforating Machines and Perforations 1857-1867,
reprint from the Collectors Club Philatelist, Vol. 33, by The Unitrade Press, Toronto, 1982
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punches . .. . By this means the paper or other material is taken off the points of the
perforators as fast as it passes through the rollers.• (From Is. 24 -33, p.4)
The text also makes it clear that •Any number of pairs of rollers may be used in one
machine ... ". (Is. 34, 35, p.3)
6. In his caption to Figures 3 to 7 of the patent, Boggs makes the statement that
"According to the specifications these are actual size." (emphasis added). Figures 3 and
4 are of the counterpart wheel, Figures 5 and 6 of the perforating wheel and Figure 7 of the
alternative rouletting wheel.

Since these illustrations were originally printed in the Collectors Club Philatelist in
New York and reproduced by The Unitrade Press, Toronto in 1982, the measurements
below have been taken from prints on the ori~inal patent. The resulting ratios compare
reasonably with those taken from both the origmal and the Unitrade versions of the Boggs
text. However, none of these is necessarily a full-scale reproduction of the original
illustrations in the patent. (Y. footnote 3.)

Analysis of the Above
The r_>int made clear in 1 and in the ftrst part of2 is that the paper is placed "on a roller
or carrier and need not be pushed into the perforating I counterpart wheels any further than
the point at which it comes into contact with them. Point 3 means that for every required

spacing of the perforations, a full set of pairs of the wheels would have to be located
(accurately) and secured to their respective drive shafts. This would take considerable time
and expertise- far more than, for example, by arransiflg them by a set of spacers pre-cut for
the required perforation separation. Point 5 makes tt explicitly clear that the material being
perforated is so penetrated by the pins that it must be separated from them or it would be
carried around and jam or crush.
But the last part of point 2 and point 4 from the patent and Boggs' caption quoted in 6
are the most revealing about the degree of care that had to be taken to make the machine as
designed work at all. First of all, the two shafts carrying the perforatin~ and counterpart
wheels are geared to one another; and each gear is attached to tts respective shaft ("keyed"
and "fast"). That is, driven from the treadle-flywheel combination, they must rotate at a fixed
rate to one another that is determined by the ratio of these gear teeth. (An alternative design
would have had either the perforating or counterpart wheel driven from the treadle but the
other carried around by the meshing of the pins. Success of such an operation would have
depended critically on the strength of the pins.)
Note, however, that while the wording in the patent states only that "It", i.e. the
counterpart wheel"is represented in full sized detail ... ",Boggs asserts that they all were.
IfBoggs were correct in stating that Figs. 3 through 7 were all to scale, then measurement

of the di&meters from the prints of the original patent produces the following (relative) sizes
of the wheels:

Counterpart wheel diameter:
Fig. 3 (taken horizontally)
Fig. 3 (taken vertically)
Fig. 4

77.0mm.
75.9mm.
75.8mm.
Average
76.2 mm.
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Perforating wheel diameter:
a) at the base of the pins:
Fig. 5 (horiz.)
Fig. 5 (vert.)
Fig. 6
b) at the tips of the pins:
Fig. 5 (horiz.)
Fig. 5 (vert.)
Fig.6

69.Smm.
68.Smm.
69.1 mm.
Average
69.0 mm.
77.8mm.
76.8mm.
75.7mm.
Average
76.8 mm.

Separation of the two wheels - from the base of the pins on the one to the surface of the
counterpart wheel - must allow for the paper to pass between. Boggs2 reports measurements
that show that the thickness of the papers used at this time ranged from 2 to 2.5 !b2Y
(thousandths of an inch) for so called "pelure" to typically 2.5 to 2.75 and as much as 4.5
thou (or 0.11 mm) for wove paper. So the effective diameter of the perforating wheel (to
allow for two thicknesses of paper) must be increased by about 0.2 mm to 69.0 + 0.2 = 69.2
mm. This calculation exaggerates the effect of this allowance because the actual size of the
wheels must have been larger.3 The adjustment produces a ratio of diameters and, because
there is no slippage possible, of the relative rotational rates o£76.2/69.2 or 1.1012.
But, as pointed out above, the two shafts are geared together by "corresponding" spur
(gear) wheels. The ratio of the number of their teeth must therefore be close to 1.1012 and
the numbers should be relatively small. An examination of a clear copy of the patent shows
eight or nine teeth on a quadrant of these gears. So the fact that 11/10 = 1.100 ... suggests
(§) that the numbers of teeth could have been something as low as 33 and 30 on the
perforating and counterpart wheel, respectively but are likely multiples of these. (Y:. footnote
3 below.)
So, if Boggs were correct, the gears would have to be of unequal size and all the
perforating and counterpart wheels machined to have the (different) diameters to match - a
very complicated arrangement!
On the other hand, if the patent is taken literally, then the gears D and E could have
been identical as could then be the perforating and counterpart wheels with pins and holes
equal in number. Since this requrres a far simpler construction, it is likely that only the

2

Winthrop S. Boggs, The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada, Quarterman
Publishing Inc., 1974, pp. 1-P, 2-P.

3

One may reasonably assume that each figure in the patent is self-consistent, i.e. all parts
are shown to the same scale, whatever that was. Based on that reasoning, Figs. 1 and 2 show
the diameter of the counterpart wheel as almost exactly one tenth of the. height of the
working surface of the machine from the floor. That height must have been about forty
inches to accommodate a seated operator (as illustrated on page 320 of reference 18). A
calculation then shows that the diameter of the wheels must have been about four inches and
that, therefore, there would have to have been about 200 pins in the wheel for a perforation
approximating 12.
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COWltetpart wheel is shown in actual size in the patent. (§) the gears were of the same size,
and Boggs' assertion and further comment in his caption are incorrect
A further calculation, which applies whichever is correct, shows that about 35 pins
would have been in contact with the counterpart wheel at almost all times. Furthermore, as
a l?in first comes into contact with it, the axis of the pin would make an angle of some 36°
wtth the axis of the bole, and, as it departed the same angle but opposite in sign. This
implies that great care would have bad to have been given to the shaping of the pins sufficient to allow them to enter the holes without serious bending and perhaps fracture, and
yet leaving the pin blunt enough as to punch out a disc of paper rather than simply
puncturing the paper. Small wonder Bemrose's letter of January 9, 1860 makes the remark
on "expense" as reproduced in Boggs.
From either of these assumptions, it is reasonable to conclude as follows:
(§)I. Except in instances (likely rare) where the sheet to be perforated had to be kept
taut (because of wrinkles, etc.), the paper would be drawn through the perforating I
counterpart wheels (because it was impaled on the pins) without any deformation.
(§) ii. In those exceptional situations, the paper would be stretched, mostly along the
direction of the perforation, although on occaston at an angle, before the perforating took
ROO and would relax afterward. This would result in perforations that would be ~
together in the direction of the stretch.
(§) iii. For completeness, there is no way that the paper could have been pushed into
the wheels in any significantly compressed way without its buckling and folding.
(§) iv. Because of the kinematics involved, some combination of tapering and bending
of the pins is necessary.
v. The holes in the counterpart wheel, however, do not bend or otherwise distort. They
determine the overall perforation pattern and, apart from the variations in how each pin fits
into its corresponding hole (i&. because of bending towards one side or the other, or by
sharpening so as to produce a smaller hole, but always within the counterpart hole) , ~§) 1t
is the spacing of the holes that determines the perforation - as Lussey has pointed out .
(§)vi. In particular, sharpening of the pins would only result first, in changin~ the size
and, possibly, the shape of individual perforations and, secondly, in individual vanations in
location within the fixed bole pattern. It could not affect the overall spacing. In measurement terms, at most it could only produce some spurious variation in a high precision
measurement of perf separation.
(§) vii. If any pin were to jam against the counterpart wheel but not enter its
corresponding hole, and if it did not break, then it would force apart the two drive shafts on
which the perforating and counterpart wheels were mounted. In possibly an extreme case
with short pins, this would tend to hold the pins on neighbouring wheels wholly or partially
clear of the paper and produce a patch of missed or partially perforations transverse to the
direction of paper travel. However, in light of the materials available for pins in the 1850s

4

H.W. Lussey, Nails 'N Screws 'N Pins 'N Perfs, Maple Leaves, vol. 23, no. 5, October,
1993, p. 178.
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to 1870s, it is wtlikely that this could occur frequently. It is far more likely that the
offending pin or pins would break wtder such circumstances and leave a blank in the row
of perforations.
viii. Notwithstanding the consistency of the above, the construction of a machine, even
if based on the system of identical pairs of driving gears and perforating and cowtterpart
wheels, would have been ve.ry exacting. The need to have wires to ensure that the paper
separates from the pins (quotation 5 above) suggests that they penetrated the pa(>Cr. Since
the geometry implies that there could have been as many as thirty-five such prurs, almost
continuous, expert servicing would have been required.
What is conjectured above all foUows the evidence of the Bemrose patent. But it is also
based on the assumption that it was the Bemrose machine that was used to perforate early
stamp issues in CNorth) America. There is some convincing evidence that this, in fact, was
not the case but, rather, that an improved machine was adapted to provide the multiple lines
of perforations required by the sheets of some early stamps of BNA, the USA and several
cowttries in Central and South America. s

Some Basic Calculations
Let us now tum our attention to the Kiusalas Gauge.
There are two fundamentally different ways of quantifying such things as stamp
perl'orations, namely, by matching them to one of a set of given patterns or by counting how
many of them span or fill a specified distance. The fonner is the basis for almost all the
common gauges, the only difference being the scales used to create the patterns on the
gauges. The standard stamp gauges use the patterns of the number of perfs required to span
2 em and typically display these at II. intervals. Gauges like the Instants perforation Gauge
made by Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. use slanting lines along which the stamp is slid until the lines
pass through the centres of the perforations. The "standard gauge" is then read off the
vertical scale which, with some care can be read to the nearest Ill 0. In this latter case, the
COWJting process is essentially one of measurement because the scale is continuous.
Matching is the basis for the use of the Kiusalas Gau~e which provides eleven patterns
spanning the range of early Canadian stamp perforations and based on spacings specified
in Imperial measure (thousandths of an inch). In this sense Harry Lussey's cry that "THE
KIUSALAS IS NOT A MEASURING DEVICE!" 7 also applies to the use of the standard
gauge when the perforations have been produced using a metric scale. Both are matchingto-pattern devices.
The wtderlying problem comes from the desire to express in one measuring system (the
metric in this case)(§) a pattern established in another (the Imperial system) and to express
the result using only a few figures (e.g. 12Y:t, 11.6). (The destre to have only a few figures

s W. Wilson Hulme, personal communication. The illustration in reference 18, however,
seems to be of the Bemrose machine.
6

H. W. Lussey, Small Queens and Revenues: Debunking Perforation Myths, BNA Topics,
March-April, 1993, p. 26.

7

H.W. Lussey, reference 4, p. 176, his capitals!
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the result using only a few figures (e.g. 12~. 11 .6). (The desire to have only a few figures
in the equivalent is frustrated by the fact that the conversion referred to here involves the
number 254 which is twice 127, a rather much larger prime number. As a result,
conversions of whole numbers results invariably in unending decimal fractions.)
(§) There is a distinct advantage to using patterns created in the same measuring
system as are the objects to be identified.
As an expansion of Ariken8, the theory behind the conversion is swnmarized as follows:

Let N denote the spacing in thou between successive perfomtion pins, e.g. 63, 64, 65,
66, etc.
Let n be the number of such intervals (spacings) that fall in a 2 centimetre interval, the
standard perf. gauge length. (Note that ifn is an inteeer, then the 2 em represents a distance
between the centres of perfs. so there is no queshon here of "in 2 em" vs "within 2 em"
which Boggs raised respecting the manufacture of the counterpart wheels.~
Then n = 2000/2.54 N or= 787.40 16 .../N.
As noted above, the numerator in the last expression never ends as 2.54 is divided into
the 2000. (The SI system of units of the International Standards Organization defines the
inch as 2.54 em, i.e. exactly.)

The results of applying this to the patterns of the Kiusalas gauge are presented in
Table 1 where the resulting values of 'n' are expressed to four places following the decimal
point. Note that all the results rounded to the~ ~ in the last column agree with those
on the Kiusalas Gauge as printed except for the second entrv, i.e.. that for N- 64. To be
consistent the Gauge should identifY that pattern as closest to 12 ~ not 12.
There are four of these calculations that result in numbers very close to the nearest odd
number of Y..s, namely those for 64, 67, 70 and 90. For the range of perfs. for the Third Bill
Issue, only that for 67 is important. To be more particular in this, the calculation for N = 67
produces 11.7523 which is only .0023, or about one part in 511 (less than one-fifth of one
percent) above the even !!.. Below that the equivalent to the nearest ~ would have been
II ~ mther than 12. The sensitivity is similar in the case of64 thou,(§) which is probably
why that error has apparently gone uncorrected.
Curiously, Fig. 2 of reference 8 shows the 12.30 beside the Kiusalas '12 - 64' but makes
no particular comment about this error.

Two Possible Sources of Error in Readings Using the Kiusalas Gauge and
Their Significance
When identification involves very small distinctions such as the one identified in the last

8

G.B. Arfken, Perforations, Maple Leaves, vol. 22, no. 8, January, 1992, pp. 278-281.

9

W.S. Boggs, reference I, p. 19.
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Table 1.
Standard (2 em) Gauge Equivalences of the Kiusalas Gauge
Kiusalas
Reading

(2)
Standard 2cm
Equivalent

(3)
(2) to
nearest '1.

(2) to
nearest \4

Kiusalas
Equivalent

63

I2.4984

I2Yl

I2Yl

12Yl

64

12.303I

I2V.

I2Yl

I2

65

I2.II39

12

I2

12

66

II .9303

I2

I2

I2

67

II. 7523

I Ph

I2

I2

68

II.5794

lll-'2

lll-'2

II Y2

70

II .2486

II \14

II

II

72

I0.936I

II

II

II

83

9.4868

9Yi

9Y2

9Yi

90

8.7489

83h

8Yl

8Yl

99

7.9536

8

8

8

(I)

(4)

(5)

paragraph, it is prudent to estimate the magnitude of errors that might occur in the
observations because ofother factors. We have Harry Lussey's comment that the gauge
was originally join~ly developed by the U.S. Specialists Group and Kiusalas "made of
aluminum to minimize shrinkage, with rows of black dots duplicating exactly the
spacings between the boles in the counterpart wheels of the rotary perforators". 10
Two factors come to mind that might affect the readings from the Kiusalas Gauge,
namely, sensitivity to temperature, and the angle which the stamp makes when
matchmg it with the pattern.11
Temperature: All metals change their physical dimensions with change in
temperature and aluminum is no exception. In tenns of the one dimension, length, and
in the temperature range expected (room temperature plus or minus ten to twenty
degrees) aluminum has a coefficient of linear expansion of approximately 24 parts per
million per degree Celsius. That means that a strip of aluminum one inch long at 21 oC.
will be 1.000024 inches long at 2rc.

10

H.W. Lussey, reference 5, p. 27.

11
A third would be the effect of humidity on the paper; but that is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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Ifthis linear theory is now applied to the question "What change in temperature of
the Kiusalas Gauge would stretch a 65 scale so that it reads as though it were a 66
scale?", the answer is an increase ofabout 640°CI

On a more practical level, if one asks what change in temperature would bring the
value ofn as calculated in Table 1 for N = 67 down to 11.75, the corresponding answer
is about -8°C or -14°F. This might be small enough to be disturbing if it were a matter
of practical application. But it is not. Remember that, in using the Kiusalas Gauge the
perforations on the stamp are being identified with one of the patterns on the gauge.
The only significant temperature effect is on the gauge and on how much the spacings
of its 'dots' have been altered by a change in temperature from that at which the gauge
was printed.
A situation to which such an effect might conceivably apply would be the following.
A stamp when compared with the Kiusalas gauge for whatever reason seems to fall
between two scales, say 66 and 67, but seems to be about twice as close to the one, say
66, as to 67. How much change in temperature of the gauge would reverse this estimate
and lead to the conclusion that it is perforated 67? The calculation indicates a change
of over 200° Cl
(§) The temperature of the gauge is not a significant factor.

Angle: If a stamp is misaligned by some angle when matched on the Kiusalas
gauge, a reading taken vertically will read higher than if the stamp were aligned with
the scale. That is, the stamp would read as having a perforation spacing ofN+l thou
rather than N thou. For the range ofN from 64 to 68, this an$le would have to be about
9. 9 degrees of arc. Such an angle is produced by a slope that ts one of rise to five of run
which would be a very noticeable deviation from the row of dots and easily avoided
when using the gauge. So, again,
(§) errors of reading due to such angles are not a factor if any reasonable degree of
care is taken.

The Third Bill Issue
A total of 901 of these stamps of denominations ranging from I cent to 50 cents with
legible dates ofcancellation were "perfed" using the Kiusalas Gauge. Since the stamps were
obtained from a number of diverse sources, there is no reason to doubt that they are a
representative Jot.
The method involved reading all four sides of each stamp and, in almost all cases, the
condition of the stamp allowed all four matchings to be made. Because most were singles
and the width of the stamp is just enough to give a clear identification with the gauge, only
a few could be done with the care necessary at any one setting.
The procedure clearly indicated a significant difference between matching against the
Kiusalas gauge and using the usual 2 em. gauge. When matching against the Kiusalas
gauge, only in very few instances did the stamp seem to fall between two of its lines of dots;
most seemed to "lock in" in a natural way. On the other hand, attempts to match with the
dots on a standard gauge (graduated in lf.s) frequently resulted in such uncertainty.
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(§) The statistical nature of the fit with the Kiusalas gauge strongly confinns the view
that the construction of the perforating wheels was based on pin separations in Imperial
measure.

Table 2 gives the distribution of numbers of each combination found of horizontal and
vertical perforations; Table 3 gives the earliest and latest dates of use found on each
combination of perforations regardless of denomination.
Table 2.
Distribution of Sample by Perf. Combinations
Horizontal Vertical I

65

65

140

108

92

32

372

66

67

274

93

92

526

67

68

Totals
by Row

67

Totals&
Percentages
by Col.

66

3

3

207

385

185

124

901

23.0%

42.7%

20.5%

3.8%

100%

Table 3.
Earliest and Latest Dates of Use in Sample
With Percentasze Distribution in ( ).s
Horizontal Vertical I
65

66

65

66

67

68

69 03 23

69 03 01

6901 7

74 0304

to

to

to

to

82 02 21
(15.6%)

82 02 13
( 12.0%)

81 10 24
(10.2%)

81 1020
(3.6%)

68 10 05

68 01 09

71 05 17

7008 04

to

to

to

to

82 10 30
(7.4%)

82 0127
(30.4%)

81 10 20
(10.3%)

82 0 1 12
(10.2%)

The three stamps that measured 66 x 67 were checked very carefully and the following
confinned:

2 cent, dated 71 03 15, medium thick, yellowish wove paper with a distinct horizontal
mesh
I0 cent, dated 72 -- 20, thin white wove paper with no mesh
50 cent, dated 74 08 15, paper the same as the 2 cent.
Conceivably, the vertical perforation could be 66 on paper that had somehow stretched in
BNATOPICS / OCT-NOV-OEC 1995 / N04
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the process by some 1.5%.
(§) It seems more likely that these three represent some very infrequent uses of the 67
wheels for vertical perforation.

Table 2 allows the following observations:
a. Perfs. 66 x 66 and 65 x 65 are substantially more numerous than any of the other
combinations detected, representing 30.4% and 15.5%, respectively, of the population for a total of almost 46%.
b. About one of every seven in the sample is perforated 65 x 65, which in staildard
gauge measure is 12.1139. This is in direct contrast to Zaluski' conjecture that "Occasional
measurements of 12.10, and even 12.15, have been found. 12
§) This perforation is more common than his conunent would suggest.
c. 86.2% of the sample require only three settings of the perforations: 65, 66 and 67
for horizontal, and 65 and 66 only for vertical; while only 13.8% carry the perforation 68
(3.6% are 68 x 65 and 10.2% are 68 x 66).
In turn these lead to the conjecture
(§) that, because the horizontal and vertical spacings for the Third Bill Issue are
different, and because resetting the wheels from one to the other would involve considerable
skiUand effort, it is likely that at least two machines were set up and used simultaneously,
each with its own set of perforating I counterpart wheels, one with the required horizontal
spacing and one the vertical.

Only the starting dates in Table 3 have much value. While usage cannot precede the
issuing of the stamps, it can continue to the end of the valid period of use of such stamps as
long as stocks are held in the various users' offices. The data in Table 3 seem to imply the
following:
d. With a minimum of about 100/o of the sample population for every perforation
combination except the one (68 x 65),
(§) the early dates are probably reasonably indicative of issuing dates.

e. Of a total of63 stamps used in 1868, 1869 and 1870, over two-thirds (43) are 66
x 66. There are three to six ofeach of 65 x 65, 65 x 66, 66 x 65 and 67 x 65, only one each
of the 65 x 68 and 66 x 68, and none with 67 x 66.
From these, it seems reasonable to conclude that
(§) the 68 perforating wheels were little used in the 1868 - 1870 period and probably
not much until perhaps 1873 or 1874. Both the 65 and 66 perforations date from the start
of the use of the Third Bill Issue, nominally on April! , 1868. ·

12

E. Zaluski, reference 3, p. 33.
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The earliest date in the sample is a one cent stamp bearing the (typical) pen cancellation
"9 J any I 1868" and has been confirmed to be of the thin, hard, semi-transparent paper
frequently called "pelure". This date precedes by almost a month the earliest date of use of
any denomination of this issue displayed by Lussey in the BNAPS Canadian Newsletter of
January and February, 1991 in response to the data presented by the Duckworths and
Maksymiuk of October, 1990.
The one last date of use in Table 3 that is of some interest is that for perforation 65 x
66. Its date of use, 1882 I0 30, which appears reasonably clearly, falls more than seven
months after the use of bill stamps was repealed by the Act of 45 Victoria, Chapter I
effective 1882 03 04. It is a 3 cent value on medium to thick, yellowish, wove paper with
a distinct horizontal mesh. It was the only one of the 901 which was clearly dated after
March 4, 1882.
Boggs13 reports evidence that there were three perforations produced starting about the
following dates:
11.60
II. 85
II .95

Introduced November 1858
Introduced late 1861 or early 1862
Introduced late 1862 or early 1863

By Table I, the first and last of these correspond closely to perforations 68 and 66,
respectively. The second, although intermediate, does not correspond as closely to 67 as it
does to 66. One would have expected it to be about 11.75 not 11.85.
Unlike the Large Queens, however, all these perforators existed long before the Third
Bill Issue was produced. So there is no question of when during the period of their use the
different perforating wheels were "introduced". On the other hand, Table 3, if anything
suggests
(§) that perfs. 65, 66 and 67 were used earlier and 68 only later in the issue.

This aszrees with Lussey's statement that "The spacing of 68/1OOOs came into use during
the 1870s. 14" and
(§) the increased use of the 68 mat well relate to the shift of production from Ottawa
to Montreal perhaps about October, 1871 " or as late as October, 1874. "The printing of
the bonds, notes, currency and stamps of the Dominion was done at Ottawa Wider the
supervision of a government agent Wltillate in 1874 when the Ottawa plant was closed and
all work was done in Montreal. 16" But what about perforating before 1874?

An interesting question that remains however, is

13

W.S. Boggs, reference I, p. 22.

14

H.W. Lussey, reference 5, p. 34.

"E. Zaluski, reference 3, p. 27.
16

W.S. Boggs, reference 2, p. 222.
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In light of the fact that stamps with four different perforations were in use for
a considerable period in which there were many printings, were there, at least

four perforating machines in use at the time at, or available to the British
American Bank Note Company?17
If this were the case, then the supply and use of perforating machines must have
increased from 1862. The iiJustration from the article on Making Money in Harper's New
Monthly Magazine of February, 1862, reprinted in Boggs, shows only one machine in use
and the accompanying text reads "In a small room we fmd a machine, for the invention of
which almost every one has daily cause to be thankful. It is used to perforate those little
holes in a sheet of postage stamps which enable us to separate them so readily.18

17
Boggs, reference I, pp. 2l-22lists a number of Latin American counties for which the
American Bank Note Co. produced stamps between 1862 and 1867. A sampling of the later
issues of these counties indicates that the perforations continued to be done according to the
Kiusalas gauge until well after 1900 - although not consistently. If the BABNCo. produced
some of these as well, then there might have been sufficient business to justifY even more
perforating machines.
18
....., Making Money. III The American Bank Note Company, Harper's New Monthly
Magazine, February, 1862, p. 319, 320. See particularly the illustration on page 320.

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN
You can't choose your relatives but CAN choose SNAPS
British Sister - join the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great
Britain for its friendly fee-free Conventions in historic
locations ('96 in Perth, Scotland - the 50th) - and its
informative award winning magazine 'Maple Leaves'
published five times a year with articles by leading
philatelists.
Specimen mag. and Society details from the Secretary Tom Almond, 2 Filbert Drive, Tilehurst, Reading, UK RG31 5DZ
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Norway to Canada: 1860-61
David H. Whiteley
From the point of view of providing information on how the mails were handled, early
covers to Canada are often just as interesting as those posted from Canada. Recently, whilst
working in the Manitoba Public Archives, I discovered the folded letter from Bergen,
Norway to Amherstburg, Canada West shown as Figure I.

Figure 1: A folded letter mailed in 1860 from Bergen, Norway to Amherstburg,
Canada West.
This letter to John Christian Schultz was written in Bergen on March 20th, 1860 by J.
G. Von Targen. John Schultz visited the Red River Settlement later in 1860, and moved
there after receiving his medical degree in 1861 . He then became a well known and
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important figure within the Settlement. and in Manitoba after 1870. He was variously an
apothecary, Doctor of Medicine, fur trader, real estate agent. owner and editor of the
"Nor-Wester''- the Red River Settlement's newspaper, politician and senator. During the
1860s be was an outspoken opponent of the Hudson's Bay Company's monopoly and an
opponent of the Council of Assiniboia. He was a strong advocate for a Canadian takeover
of the Hudson's Bay territories, which led to his imprisonment by Louis Riel in 1870 and
subsequent escape. He was the leader of the "Canada Party", and lobbied extensively in
both Canada and England for the annexation of the Hudson Bay's territories by Canada.
Within the Settlement prior to 1870 be also operated a mail service, either as a private
express company or as an agent for the Council of Assiniboia, from Winnipeg to Portage
La Prairie. After the Riel rebellion of 1869-70 and Manitoba's entxy into Canada, Schultz
was elected to the Federal Legislature and eventually appointed to the Senate. In 1882
be was appointed the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba and in 1888 received a
knighthood.
The letter itself was prepaid with one 2 skilling. orange (Scott #2), one 3 skilling.lilac
gray (Scott #3), one 4 skilling. dark blue (Scott #4), and a block of six 8 skilling, lake
(Scott #5) postage stamps all postmarked at Bergen with a black circular
BERGEN/27/3/1860 date stamp. This spectacular item also appears to be the only known
cover bearing a block of six of the 8 skilling stamp.
From Bergen the letter was sent to Hamburg via Copenhagen by packet Hence it was
cancelled with a black Danish postal agency double circle K.D.O.PA. (KongeligDansk
OverPost Amt.) Hamburg 1/4 (April 1st) transit stamp. At Hamburg the letter was
cancelled with a red circular HAMBURO/PAID/APRn../60 transit stamp. The outer cover
bears a manuscript endorsement which reads "via Hamburg for mamer ... illegible word ·New Yor/C'. At some point in this cover's travels, part of the endorsement was crossed out
and changed to "a>ln, Ostende vg New York". Since by the summer of 1860 direct sailings
from Hamburg to New York by the Hamburg America Line were vexy irregular, this letter
was re-directed to Aachen to be placed in the more reliable and more frequent Prussian
closed mail for New York. At the Aachen exchange office the letter was cancelled with
a red double circle AACHEN Cts/1J4 (2nd, April) transit stamp, and with a red circular
'P' hand stamp. From Aachen the closed mails were forwarded via Ostende and London
to connect with the trans-Atlantic steamers. It was then carried from Cowes
(Southampton), to New York by the United States contract steamer S.S. Arago of the New
York and Havre Steam Navigation Company.
The S.S. Arago left Le Havre at 4:00p.m. on April4, 1860, and left Cowes at 9:00p.m.
the same day. She arrived at New York on the evening of Aprill8, 1860 [1]. On being
received the following morning at the New York exchange office, the letter was cancelled
with a red circular NEW YORK/AM PKtJ AP 7/19. date stamp. From New York the
letter was sent by rail to Wmdsor (where it was cancelled with a black double arc
WINDSOR U.C./AP23/1860 transit stamp), and finally on to Amherstburg where it was
cancelled with a blue double arc AMHERSTBURG U .Cj AP23/1860 receiver. The cover
also received two red "PAID" hand stamps. The arced "PAID" handstamp is similar to
other markings I have seen on prepaid mail to New York from Europe, and so was
probably applied at New York. The italicized red "PAIIY' handstamp, I believe, is a
Canadian marking. as I have seen similar markings on trans-Atlantic mail to Canada.
Therefore, the handstamp was probably applied at Windsor.
The postage rate between Norway and the United States, as established by the terms of
the United States - Prussian closed mail Convention of 1852, and amended in 1855, was
46~ per half ounce. Under the provisions of this convention, the international rate
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between the boundaries of the German-Austrian Postal Union and the United States was
30e (2). Since all postage beyond the German-Austrian Postal Union was at Prussian
expense, only a restatement of the 30e international rate appears on covers carried over
this route. Therefore, prepaid letters received via this route at the New York exchange
office show a rate of 30e, which in this cover is shown in red manuscript. This rate has
been superimposed over a rate of 16e, marked in red crayon and crossed out. This would
have been the rate between Norway and Aachen expressed in U.S. currency as per the
provisions of the convention. On arrival at Windsor, the 30e international rate was crossed
out, and a rate of 35e was substituted to take account of the 5e domestic rate from
Windsor to Amherstburg. Therefore, the single rate charged for this letter was 51e -16e
from Bergen to Aachen, 30e Aachen to the Canadian border via New York and 5e from
the Canadian border to Amberstburg. The postage rate was also re-stated in North
American currency in manuscript at some stage. Since all the rate markings and various
"PAID" stamps are in red (with the exception of the 35¢ rate), it can be concluded the
letter was fully paid to the Canadian border. If, as I believe, the italicized red "PAID"
hand stamp was applied at Wmdsor, it can be concluded the 57 skillings paid the full
postage from Bergen to Amherstburg. It should be noted that bad this letter been sent
by the direct Bremen/Hamburg - New York route under the provisions of the 1857 postal
convention signed between Hamburg and the United States. the rate between Norway and
the United States would have been 38e, for a total of 43¢ including the extra Canadian
postage.
(This cover can be located in the Public Archives of Manitoba, MG12 El, folio page 6811,
John Schultz Correspondence).
Further research in the Public Archives of Manitoba bas revealed two more letters from
the same correspondence. The first of these, although undated, bears the subscription
"(This letter is a copy ofone who wassentyouper 20th March & mailed here [Bergen])", and
endorsed via Quebeck (sic.), so it was presumably written about the same time as. or
shortly after, the letter dated March 20th, 1860. The second letter, which bears a similar
subscription, is dated Bergen, Norge, 1st May 1861. This contains a covering letter which
is in itself of great interest, as the writer states in part; "Under th£ 20th March L Y. I took
the liberty to send.to you pr. mail via New Yo~ [the original letter described above and
shown in the Figure), and sent a Ccpy of th£ same pr. a Immigrotkm ship via Quebeck (sic.);

but being withoUt your esteemed answers I fear both th£ letters are lest "
The first of these further letters is addressed to Mr. John C. Schultz, Amberstburg.
County of Essex, Canada West and is signed Johan G. Von Targen, Bergen. The front of
the letter bears the instructions "Vw Eng14nd f1w~~IC'. The letter was carried to Quebec
by an "Immigration ship" as stated by Von Targen and entered as a ship letter on June 1st
1860 where it was cancelled with a small black broken circle QUEBEC LCJ PM/ JU 11
60 date stamp and struck with a black '7' in circle band stamp. This included 2e for the
ship Jetter fee and 5¢ for inland postage to Amberstburg. The Jetter was forwarded to
Windsor where it was cancelled with a black broken circle WINDSOR U.CJ JU 4/1860
transit stamp. Then it was sent to Amberstburg where it was cancelled with a black double
broken arc AMHERSTBURG U.CJ JUN 5/1860 receiver.
Unfortunately, on the second of these letters the address portion is missing. A partial
black straight line cancel can be seen on the obverse of one of the existing pages. but the
cancel is illegible.
Thecontentsoftbesetbreelettersare,asstated,copieswhichcontainparticularsofMr.
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Schultz's extended family back to his grandfather together with particulars of his
inheritance from his late father's estate.
It is interesting to note that the letter sent through the regular mail system via Aachen,
Great Britain and New York reached Amherstburg on April 23rd, 1860. However, the
second copy sent via Quebec did not reach Amherstburg until June 5th, 1860 (these two
additional letters can be found in the Public Archives of Manitoba MG12 E1 folio pages
6812-6814, 6819-6821).
References
(1] New York Times, shipping bulletin, April 19, 1860.
[2] G.E. Hargest. History of Letter Post Communication between the United States and
Europe 1845 - 75, 2nd edn., Quartennan Publications Inc., Lawrence MA, 1975.
Chapters 1, 3 and 5.
(A version of this article is also being published in the September-October 1995 issue of
the Postlwm, Journal of the Scandinavian Collectors' Club.)

THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
The Postal History Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly
journal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes for
the best postal history exhibit at phUatelic shows across Canada
The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary Issue of the Journal
is still available at $15.00Cdn, postpaid anywhere In the world.
For further information or a membership application form, please write to the
Secretary:
R.F. Narbonne
216 Mailey Drive
Carleton Place, Ontario
C8tlada K7C 3X9
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The Canadian Ocean Mail Clerks - 1860-87
Horace W. Harrison, APSLA, OTB, FCPSGB
[Ed note: This mticle contains revised infomJation relating to the authors mticle that appeared

in "Topics ", Whole No. 460, Vol. 51, No. 3, 1994, pages 21-26. Anotherfollow-up arock, by
David Whiteley, appears on page 32 ofthis issue of"Topic.s 7
The earlier of the two covers from the same correspondence (shown on page 23 of
BNA Topics Vol. 51, No. 3) went from Kirkwall, U.C. on May 19, 1860 to Rockton and
thence to Hamilton, backstamped there on May 21 where it would have been placed in the
closed bag for the U.K. and sent on to Quebec where it would have been taken on board the
"Canadian" and placed in the custody of the newly appointed Ocean Mail Clerk. The
service had only been authorized in mid-March of 1860, and authorization to sort mail had
not yet been given by the British Postal people. Thus, the mail on this voyage went all the
way to Liverpool Post Office where it was stamped with the red Colonial packet mark in
which the dates had not been changed from the day before, 11 June, 1860, so the clerk
cancelled the mark with the "4 6 6" hammer and applied the Colonial Packet Mark with the
correct date at the UR tieing the 5¢ Beaver and the 5¢ envelope stamp. Delivered at
Dumfiies on 12 June and so backstamped, the letter was picked up by the addressee's agent,
a forwarding address in London added together with a Penny Red for the forwarding charge
and cancelled with the Dumfries duplex numeral canceller "108" and sent on to London
where it was received on 15 June.
Note that the Postmaster at Kirkwall carefully refrained from putting the X on the
Queen's visage, but had no such compunction about the lowly Beaver.
The second cover (shown on page 24 of BNA Topics Vol. 51 , No. 3) was posted at
Kirkwall on August 10, 1861 to the same address as the first, in both cases the ~¢ postage
was paid in cash. This cover also went to Rockton the same day, thence to Hamilton where
it was sorted to the closed bag for the U.K. and sent on to Quebec for dispatch on the Allan
Line's "Anglo-Saxon" which departed Quebec on 17 August, 1861. On board this letter was
sorted to the Glasgow bag by the Ocean Mail Clerk, sortition of letters from the U.K. to
Canada having been authorized in mid-July, 1860 and Canada to U.K. letter sortition begun
in the second half of November of that same year. This bag was transferred to a Mail Boat
as the "Anglo-Saxon" passed Londonderry Lough, arriving at Glasgow August 28 and the
letter dispatched to Dumfries via Carlisle, arrivmg the same day.
I have another cover from Kirkwall, a 5¢ Nesbitt with two 5¢ Beavers added to pay the
15¢ rate to California on August 25, 1860 (shown on pg. 25 ofBNA Topics Vol. 51, No.
3), obtained from still another source, but that is an entirely different story, and one which
will require a lot more research. It certainly had to go by closed bag from Hamilton, but
how it got to California is the question. (Editor's Note: also see the article by David Whiteley
beginmng on the next page.)

References:
1. "The Canadian Ocean Mail Clerk, 1860-1887", K.S. Mackenzie, National Postal
Museum, Ottawa, Canada ISBN 0-919882-04-8(E).
2. "Atlantic Mails", J.C. Amell, National Postal Museum, Ottawa, Canada ISBN 0919882-07-2.
3. "North Atlantic Mail Sailings, 1840-75", W. Hubbard & R.F. Winter, U.S. Phil.
Classics Soc. ISBN 0-9503548-4-0.
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Kirkwall, Canada West to California, 1860
David H. Whiteley
With reference to Horace W. Harrison's Nesbitt 15¢ cover from Kirkwall to California
25th August 1860 1, I would suggest that the letter was sent via Hamilton and Buffalo to
New York, and then by U.S. mail ship from New York to Chargres on the Atlantic side of
the Panama Isthmus, then by rail across the Isthmus to Colon/AlpinwaU (as the Americans
called Colon), then by U.S. carrier to either Monterey or San Francisco depending on the
final destination. The evidence for this routing is as follows.
In 1847 the United States Congress passed enabling legislation "to establish certain
Post Routes.• The Postmaster General was instructed "to contract for the transmission of
mails from an Atlantic or Gulf port at least every two months between Panama and Oregon."
The steamers were to call at Monterey and San Francisco with calls extended shortly after
the inauguration of the service to Oregon and other Puget Sound ports. Tenders were
submitted for the construction and operation of suitable steamers built to U.S. Naval
specifications. The successful bidders were, on the Atlantic side of the Isthmus, George
Law & Associates and, on the Pacific coast, George Aspinwall, the head of the prosperous
shipping and mercantile firm of Aspinwall & Howard. He formed the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company and ordered three steamers for the service, the first of which, the "S.S.
Califomia," arrived in San Francisco on February 20th 1849.1
Initially the mail had to be off-loaded at Chargres and carried by mule or donkey cart
across the Isthmus to Colon. However, in 1852 construction of a railway across the Isthmus
was begun and this was completed by 1855, thus speeding the transit time for mail and
passengers.
To move forward to the period of the letter in question, from Canadian Post Office
Department Circulars it can be concluded that the most direct and safest means of
communicating wiQl the Pacific coast was via the New York - Panama - San Francisco
route. The frrst circular to shed some light on the routing is dated August 3rd 1858, and
states, in part, that all letters for Vancouver Island "are to be forwarded on to New York and
that the American Government will carry them into Oregon."3 A further Order dated July
14th 1863 confirms the earlier order, and goes on to state that correspondence transmitted
from Europe or Canada will be sent via New York into the ordmary service for San
Francisco, (i.e. the Panama routel - my italics. To substantiate this conclusion, a letter to
the P.MG. of British Columbia dated August 1st 1863 must be consulted. It states in part
that the only route open to the Pacific coast and Vancouver is the U.S. route via New York
thence by American packet via Panama and San Francisco.'
The cryptic remarl< "the only route open," refers to the troubled times bein~ experienced
in the unorganized territories west of the Mississippi and east of the Rockies. This was
caused by Indian unrest and, in particular, the Sioux uprisings of 1860-63 which effectively
closed any overland routes west ofSt Paul to the safe transit of mails. Consequently, it was
preferred to send mail for the Pacific coast by sea rather than by rail and stage-coach or Pony
~xpress overland to the Pacific seaboard.

The routing from Kirkwall for the letter in question would have been as follows: Kirkwall
to Hamilton, then by closed bag to Buffalo, (Hamilton & Buffalo had been exchanging
closed bags since 12th May 1851 ).6 From Buffalo it would have been sent by rail to New
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York, then by steamer to Chargres, across the Isthmus by rail to Colon, and then by
P.S.M.C. steamer to either Monteray or San Francisco.
References:
l. H.W. Harrison, BNA Topics, Vol. 51, No. 3, pg. 21-26 (1994).

2. For a brief treatment of the Panama route see J.H. Hamilton, "The All Red Route, 18931953. A history ofTrans-Pacific Mail Service Between British Columbia, Australia & New
Zealand." British Columbia Historical Quarterly, Volume 20 No. I & 2 1956 pp l-126.
3. Winthrop S. Boggs, The Posta~e Stamps and Postal History ofCanada, Volume II.
(Kalamazoo, Mich: Chambers Pubhshing Co. 1945) #26 p l2D
4.

ibid. #30, #31, p D-13

5.

ibid. #31 p D-13

6.

ibid. #9, 10 II, 12 pp D-6- D-8.
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CAPEX '96 WORTH MORE
THAN JUST ONE LOOK!
In the stamp collecting world, there
is no larger or more prestigious event
than a World Philatelic Exhibition, where
valuable collections - some representing
a lifetime of painstaking devotion to the
hobby - are judged in competition by an
international jury.
canada is proud to have been
selected by the governing body of organized philately, La F~eration lnternationale de Phllatelie, to host a World
Philatelic Exhibition In 1996. CAPEX '96
will be held june 8-16, 1996 at the Metro
Toronto Convention Centre in the heart
of Canada's most cosmopolitan dty:
Toronto.
CAPEX '96 will celebrate the hobby
of stamp collecting through a unique
mix of traditional phllatelic displays and
competitive events that will satisfy the
passion of avid phllatellsts and an entertaining array of exhibits and programming designed to pique the interest of
the budding collector. More than 4,000
exhibit frames, an international bourse
of over 200 dealers and postal administrations, plus daily demonstrations and
activities will attract Visitors from the
greater Toronto area, eastern canada and
the north eastern United States.
The Royal Philatelic Society of
canada, organizers of CAPEX '96, are
very pleased to welcome Canada Post
Corporation as the Presenting Sponsor

of this prestigious exhibition. The Corporation is planning an exciting pavilion
highlighting historic vehicles, complete
with a spectacular multi-media presentation, special cancellations and the introduction of the final set of stamps in their
popular Canadian Historic Land Vehicles
series.
CAPEX '96 will also see the introduction of International Destinations,
where partidpatlng postal administrations will create unique spaces to reflect
their country's rich philatelic traditions.
Sales counters will be integrated into a
much larger area that will contain displays of philatelic materials and fasdnating artifacts on loan from their respective
postal museums or archives.
Toronto is a world.cJass dty that
offers all of the attractions found In larger
centres like New York and Los Angeles in
a safe, pleasant urban atmosphere. Home
of canada's top corporate headquarters
and buslness organizations, Toronto is a
vibrant dty with an ethnically diverse
population of almost 3 million.
CAPEX '96 represents an unparalleled opportunity. Our approach Is to
make this World Philatelic Exhibition
a premiere showcase of Canadian and
international phllate.ly in an atmosphere
that will encourage audiences to have
more that just one look!
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DNA - A Century Plus Ago
The Stamp Collectors Magazine- 1865
Submitted by Robert H. Pratt
Vol. 3, July. 1, 1865, Page 106

The Connell Stamp
In our last number we inserted without comment, an article on the above stamp
which appeared in the Stamp Collectors Record (Albany, N.Y.); we now feel it our
duty to lay before our readers a 'smart' but apparently well grounded contradiction
of the statements it contains, extracted from the columns of the Stamp Collector's
Monthly Gazette (New Brunswick), and to which we have elsewhere referred. After
transcribing the article in question, the writer continues:
'Comment on the above will be altogether unnecessary to any of our readers who
are at all acquainted with the real facts of the case; it is quite enough merely to place
it before them, and they will at once perceive the vein of misrepresentation and
untruth which pervades and - we might safely say - comprises the whole.
'For the benefit of those who may not be very well posted in the true circumstances
of the affair, a few remarks may not be amiss.
"Well in the first place, the writer of the strange medley of humbug and bosh, states
that in 1861 Mr. Chas. Connell, "a gentleman renowned alike for his, integrity, genius,
and benevolence, "was Post-master-general of NEW BRUNSWICK, and as a
remarkable proof of his said "genius," he actually discovered that the stamps of the
province were "susceptible of improvement". Now it will be remembered that it was
about this time that the decimal currency was introduced into NEW BRUNSWICK,
and the old system of reckoning by £ s. d. done away with. A large quantity of specie
was ordered from England, consisting of one, five, ten, and twenty cent pieces, for the
purpose of making change. Our "unsightly Labels" were three in number, viz., a
threepenny, sixpenny, and a one shilling stamp. One would think that it would not
require a very large stock of "genius" to discover that a set of stamps, representing
cents, would be needed. The gifted writer then goes on to show how Mr. C.'s
ingenuity was set forth in "putting a different design on each stamp," for example a
locomotive on one, a portrait of Queen Victoria on another, &c. But as a mark of
his own appreciation of the great services rendered to his country, he conceived the
wondrously brilliant idea of having engraved on the 5¢ stamp a deliniation of his "own
honest countenance".
Our talented friend then proceeds to inform his readers how it was that these
stamps were not allowed to be used, and imparts a little piece of information which
has, at least, the merit of being entirely original His account of the "mass meeting"
which he says was held for the purpose of expressing the popular indignation of the
public with the Post-master-general in his high-handed act, has not one word of truth
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in it; no such event took place, and therefore his silly prating about political
opponents. and the request to resign. is altogether unfounded. As for the fumes of
"whisky", they exist only in the muddled brain of the author of the story.
'The facts of the matter are simply these: when this celebrated stamp was issued,
the attention of the government was at once called to it and it very properly ordered
Mr. Connell to stop the issuing of them. The worthy Post-master-general then
declared that if his command was enforced he would resign; it was, and he did. And
there is the truth of the matter.
'The wisdom of the NEW BRUNSWICK government in their course is too
apparent to need any commenL Were such an unusual precedent as that of Mr.
Connell's once suffered to be established, it is hard to say where it might end. In a
short time his term of office would have expired, and then most likely, some other
individual would have taken his place, and it can scarcely be supposed that his
successor would possess such a high opinion of Mr. Connell's career of usefulness as
to allow "his honest countenance" any longer to grace the stamp, if he could help it.
It is not at all unlikely that Mr. Connell's successor would try to have it removed, and
his own substituted in its place.
'We are next informed that Mr. C. got so terribly disgusted with the people, and the
government, and everybody else, that he "retired at once and forever from the political
arena." Again the wri~r has blundered most surprisingly. In 1861, the very year that
he r~igned his office, he again offered himself as a candidate at the general election;
he ~ defeated. however, and returned to private life, although not "once and
forever", for when the election again took place, he again came forward, was returned,
and now represents Carleton County in the House of Assembly. So much for the
reliability of this account. - -

VoL 3, July. 1, 1865, Page 108

REVIEWS of POSTAL PUBLICATIONS
The Stamp-Collector's Monthly Gazette,
St. Jolm, New Bnaaswick: George Stewart, Jun.
The start of another periodical in the far west devoted to the interests of
philatelism, should be an object of congratulation to our now-extended community
proving as it does, not only the non-decadence but the wide spread of the fantasy.
As respects the merits or demerits of the publication, the four pages of letter-press
sent us for review, as No. 1, are insufficient for fair aiterion. The editor fills the
first page with information of his good intentions. He says he was wanted, and 'HE
CAME', evidently ranking himself as the right man in the right place; though, as the
Dean of Canterbury has it, it would be difficult to tell how a right man could be in
the wrong place. He also very judiciously tells us, that he intends giving a synopsis
of the contents of other timbrophilic periodicals every month; in plain words, he
proposes the copious use of the editor's sheet-anchor - scissors.

a

Much more than another page is filled with a long tirade against an article which
appeared in the Albany Magazine, and which was quoted in ourJast month~s number;
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we mean that on the Connell stamp. He reproduces the whole and then cuts it up
sccundwn artem, with no small amount of rancorous irony. He might. however, as the
word 'susceptible' appears rightly spelt in the original, have forgotten to mis-spell it in
his own remarks. We may add that his compositor, or reader, or someone else, has
much to answer for in orthographic slips. Two remarks in the United States journalists
paper appear to have excited especial ire: his styling NEW BRUNSWICK an 'obscure
colony', and his giving the NEW BRUNSWICKERS the credit for taking too much
whisky! As, however, we have reprinted the greater part oftlte article in question, our
readers can judge for tltemselves as to its merit.
Notices of new stamps, postal chit-hat, advertisements, &c, fill the remaining space,
and altogether the publication is well worth the modest sum of five cents at which it is
rated. With every wish for its success, we commend it to the notice and patronage of
the world of postal amateurs. - - - Vol. 3, July. 1, 1865, Page 110

THE 'PORTO STERMPLE' ENVELOPES
TO THE EDITOR of the "STAMP COLLECTING MAGAZINE'
- - - - Reverting to the subject of Connell essays, there is a proof of this stamp
now offered in Orange; a sure sign that the die has not been destroyed. I would advise
collectors not to be in any hurry to purchase these, as they probably will be produced
in any quantity or any colour, after tbe well known habit of reprints.
I remain, yours truly,
EDWARD L. PEMBERTON
Edgbaston - - - Vol. 3, July. l, 1865, Page 112

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
ABRAHAM. - Your 5 cents CANADA envelope stamp is decidedly a forgery, and
by no means a good one. - The 1¢ of tltat colony is not obsolete. Perhaps you mean
the halfpenny, which has been long disused.
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World War I Auxiliary CoversChurch Army Huts
Bob Bayes
Envelopes and stationery were supplied by Canadian churches to soldiers and sailors
during the GTeat War through recreation halls known as Church Army Huts. Below are
listed a number of varieties I have organized as part of the story of soldiers' communications with loved ones back home.

Addressed to the United States, but as the United States was not involved in the War
at this time, but was neutral, it did not recognize the Free Franking Privilege of any
country. Therefore, the Postage Due charge of double the deficiency of two cents.
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British in origin but used by Canadians. even though the agreement between Canada &
Great Britain didn't go into effect until 28 July 1917, this cover sent on March 9, 1917 bas
this stamp added by the Canadian Exchange Offices for Overseas Mail.
A variety of this is extant with 'ON ACITVE SERVICE' in the upper left above the flag.

Type IV - Red Shield with Godalming Machine Cancel and Orderly Room
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Although this stationery is British it was available to Canadian Service Personnel.

Type IVa - Red Orange Shield with Ontario General Hospital Orderly
Room Marking
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Large Greek letters CHI RHO (XP) which are the first two letters of the word Christes,
and in themselves. the emblem of early C~anity, enclosed in Large Black Maple Leaf.
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ACTIVE SERVICE
ADD£D

Beginning on July 28, 1917, Soldier's mail could be sent Post Free. This cover was
mailed from Britain on August 16, 1918, & received in Fort William, Ontario on Six
September 1918. When the addressee could not be found it was sent to Winnipeg Dead
Letter Office on October 22. 1918 and then to the Dead Letter Branch in Ottawa on
October 30, 1918.

&\
~

YOUR NAME

Mli:NBER
_ . . 1111111 AIIID MAlB.C IOCDT

BNAPS Membership Pins
Personalized or Emblem Only Types

$6.00CDN/$5.00US, postage paid
Send cheque or money order, payable to BNAPS, to:

Mike Street
73 Hatton Dr.
Anc:as18r, ON
Canada L9G 2HS
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Provided by the Wesleyan Methodist Church at all the Great Garrison Towns and Naval
Ports. Initially they had 39 huts but great demand for accommodations necessitated an
additional 27 buildings being erected.
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This Stationery Material was supplied by a joint effortby four Denominations, Baptists.
Congregationalists. Primitive Methodists and United Methodists.

WANTED
* Canadian Covers Pre 1960

* Have Same For Sale

R.F. NARBONNE

* Stationery

Telephone: 1-613-257-5453
- Since 1962 -

GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY
216 Mailey Drive, Carleton Place, Ontario K7C 3X9
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Canadian-Made - The Largest Line of
Stamp Bt Coin Supplies in the World
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Third Issue Bill Stamps - Transatlantic
Franking
Harry W. Lussey

Halifax, N.S. August 27, 1869 to London, England via the R.M.S. Etna with an arrival
marking SP. 1869. This cover was franked with a 10¢ Third Bill stamp overprinted N.S.
The color and the size of this stamp was identical with that of the 12% Large Cents which
was issued to pay the rate to the U.K. The term "Unique" could be applied to this cover
without any great worry.

MONTREAL CITY CARRIER MARKS
Single items or large lots for study.

f.!).

8
Gr6goire Tey88ier. 4801, 1\18 des Caacadea,
Chamy (Qu6bec) G6X 1GB

FAX: 1 (418) 832-4349

Compliments
of
(your name)
Write advertising Manager:
R.F.Narbonne, 216 Mailey Dr.
Carleton Place, Ontario K7C 3X9
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STAR GAZING?
SET YOUR SIGHTS ON THESE

RPO STARS (ALL RF 500*)!
Maritime RPOs (All RF 500*):
Quebec RPOs (All RF 500*):
Ontario RPOs (All RF 500*):
Western RPOs (All RF 500*):

22a. 24c, 50, 156, 169, 215, 252, 254
30, 45b, 49, SSe, 85, 86c, 100, 108A, 154A
125, 177, 321, 350A, 359A, 381A, 418
16A, 22B, 23T, 26Ei, 26Ej, 34, 141Fd

Plus a wholt· lot more!!
From the c:ommon to the nre, an extensive stock of RPOs awaits
your want list or simply can today.
Bill Longley
155 Hillcrest Ave #1203, Mississauga, ON L5B 3Z2
Telephone (905) 949-9358

Member : CSDA, BNAPS, PHSC (Life)

AN INVITATION
to members of tlu British North America Philotelic Society

join
THE ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIE1Y OF CANADA
Members receive The Canadian. Philatelist, published bimonthly, and are entitled
to usc the Royal's sales circuit and insurance program.
Admission Fee $5.00. Annual Dues $25.00; U.S. and overseas $25.00 U.S.
Write to the RPSC, Box 929, Statioo Q , Torooto, OnL M4T 2Pl for a membenhip applicatioo.

GROW WITH THE ROYAL
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For A Penny or Two ...
Allan Steinhart
A Wreck Card

This card was used in 1898 from Canada to England. It bears a Winnipeg 3 JA 24 98
MAN Squared Circle and paid the 2¢ UPU postcard rate to Britain. In transit it was
damaged, most probably in a ship wreck. The boxed "DAMAGED BY IMMERSION I IN
SEA WATER" red handst.amp was applied in Britain, and it appears the card was forwarded
under cover as there are no further postal markings.
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CANADA - NEWFOUND·L AND
QUARTERLY PUBLIC AUCTIONS
OF SPECIALIZED ITEMS

'-A-. J-t'l
HWtdreds of collectors bid in our quarterly public auctions. Our
carefully prepared and profusely illusuared catalogues offer a regular
source of outstandinl nwerial to British Nonh America specialists.
Send in SlS.OO today for a subscription to our next four catalogues
and prices· realized.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CON 5 I GN M ENTS

WANTED I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CANADA. NEWFOUNDLAND AND PROVINCES

We offer a simplified setvice to make the disposal of your stamps
an easy, pleasurable experience. Low commission rates and cash
advances are· available for better propenies. Outright purchase can be
arransed if you prefer. We are willinl to ttavelto view larger holdinp.

If you are not familiar with our operation, we put out a carefully
produced catalogue to secure maximum realizations of your material,
We have an international mailins list of active buyers. A copy of the
catalogue with prices realized from our previous sale is available free
on request to interested consisnors.
We are now acceptinl nwei'W for our next auction. Ple:lSe write
or telephone me - Gary Lyon (506-548-8986)
Fax: 506-546-6627
today for funher details.

r-------£A5TEitN'M.'CriON"sLTo.-----><- l
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First Day Covers of the Classic Issues of Canada
Part 11 - First Day Covers of the Definitive Postage Sta mp
(Scroll) Issue of 1928-29 (Sc. 149-159)
Melvin L. Baron and Stan Lum
Because the regular postage stamp designs (the King George V Admiral design) had
been in use for sixteen years, the Canadian Post Office Department decided to issue a new
definitive series of postage stamps in 1928. The definitive issue of 1928-29 consists of a
series of eleven stamps. The series is often referred to as the "scroll" issue because the
printing "CANADA" appears at the top of each stamp in a scroll design. The stamps are
also bilingual with the words "postes" and post" appearing in the designs.
Two types of stamps were issued in the new defmitive series. The six lower values
below the ten cent denomination show a contemporary portrait of King George Vas their
design. The five values above the eight cent denomination show pictorial designs depicting
Canadian scenes of geographical and industrial interest. These five higher value pactorial
stamps mark a significant new development in Canadian definitive postage stamp issues.
The higher values of all previous definitive issues portrayed members of the royal family.
Staating with the definitive issue of 1928·29, all higher values of new defmitive issues were
used to show geographical and industrial scenes of Canadian interest.
Six of the eleven values of the regular issue were issued on different dates in 1928.
One lower value stamp, the 4¢ bistre, Sc. 152, was issued in 1929. The four highest values
were issued early in 1929, all on the same date.
Jarrell [ I, Pg. 96] quotes from a letter from the Post Office Department as follows:
"Commemorative issues such as the Confederation issue are always
temporary issues and as soon as practicable the service reverts to a l?ermanent
issue, which is now being done in respect to the 1¢ and 2¢ denommations in
the new design."
"Other denominations are being provided for as soon as possible, and for
purposes of economy, changes have not been made until it becomes
necessary."
It appears from this letter that as stocks of the Confederation and Historical issues
became exhausted, replacements would be made with the new design King George V
defmitive issue, and that these new stamps would continue in use for an indefinite period.
Thus, no general announcement of the dates of issue of the definitive issue of 1928-29
appears to have been made to collectors, and stamps were issued on various dates on an "as
required" basis.
The eleven stamps of this issue together with their first day of issue dates are listed
below in Table I.
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Table I Definitive Issue 1928-29
First Day Of Issue Dates and Printing Details
(A) King George V Portrait Regular Issue- Sc. 149-154
All six stamps show a portrait ofKing George V taken from a photograph by the studio
of Lafayette, London. Patrick (2] notes that the portrait was onginally engraved for the
Canadian one dollar bill, and was re-engraved in a smaller size for this issue.
( 1) Sc. 149-l¢orange-October29, 1928-FirstDay
Printed in sheets of 400 subjects which were cut into Post Office sheets of
100 subjects each. Plate Numbers 1-6 were used.
(2) Sc. 150 - 2¢ green - October 17, 1928 - First Day
Printing details similar to Sc. 149. Plate Numbers 1-1 1 were used.
(3) Sc. 151 - 3¢ dark carmine- December 12, 1928 -First Day
Printing details similar to Sc. 149. Plate Numbers 1-3 were used.
(4) Sc. 152 - 4¢ bislre - August 16, 1929 -First Day
Printing details similar to Sc. 149. Plate Number 1 was used.
(5) Sc. 153 - 5¢ deep violet - December 12, 1928 -First Day
Printing details similar to Sc. 149. Plate Numbers 1-3 were used.
(6) Sc. 154 - 8¢ blue - December 21, 1928 -First Day
Printing details similar to Sc. 149. Plate Numbers 1-3 were used.
(B) Pictorial High Value Stamps- Sc. 155-159
The Canadian Post Office Department, for the first time, portrayed Canadian scenes of
geographical and industrial interest on these high value stamps.
(7) Sc. 155 - 10¢ green- December 5, 1928 -First Day
The vignette depicts "the Ice-crowned Monarch of the Rockies" and is from
a watercolor pointing by F.M Bell-Smith, RCA. The painting shows Mount
Hurd in British Columbia together with a totem pole at each side of the stamp.
Printed in sheets of 200 subjects which were cut into Post Office sheets of
I00 subjects each. Plate Numbers 1-3 were used.
(8) Sc. 156 - 12¢ carbon blue- January 8, 1929 -First Day
The stamp, engraved from a photograph, shows a view of the famous
Quebec Cantilever Bridge. This steel bridge, which spans the St.
Lawrence river near Quebec City, was a major engineering achievement
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when completed in 1918. Its main span is 1800 feet long. Same printing
details as Sc. 155. Plate Numbers l-2 were used.
(9) Sc. 157 - 20¢ red - January 8, 1929 - First Day
Stamp shows the harvesting of the wheat crol? in Canada on a western
homestead near the foothills of the Rocky Mountams with a trans-continental
train in the background. The harvesting is being done with horse drawn
equipment. The stamp typifies the agricultural industry of Western Canada.
Same printing details as Sc. 155. Plate Numbers 1-3 were used.
(I 0) Sc. 158 - 50¢ blue- January 8, 1929 - First Day

Stamp shows the Canadian fishing schooner "Bluenose", racing off the
Halifax, Nova Scotia harbour. It is a composite picture made from photographs taken by W.R. MacAskill of Halifax. The stamp publicizes Nova
Scotia through its emphasis on shipbuilding, fishing, and seamanship. This
stamp is considered by many to be the most beautiful stamp that Canada has
issued. Plates No. 1 (200 subjects) and 2 and 3 (100 subjects each) were
prepared, but Plate No. 1 was not used because of manufacturing defects.
Sheets of 100 subjects each from Plates 2 and 3 were used.
( 11) Sc. 159 - $1 .00 olive green - January 8, 1929.- First Day
Stamp shows the Centre Block of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa with the
Peace Tower in the middle. The Peace Tower contains the Memorial
Chamber honoring the war dead of Canada. Printing details were similar to
Sc. 155. Plate Number 1 was used.
The First Day oflssue dates given in Table I for each stamp are confirmed by a bulletin
- list, Ph. 51 , issued by the Post Office Department - Financial Branch - Philatelic Division,
Ottawa, Canada. Bulletin 51 is undated and is titled "LIST OF PLATE NUMBERS USED
IN THE MANUFACTURE/OF THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND DATE OF ISSUE."
The list is issued by HE. Atwater, Financial Superintendent and contains Date of Issue and
Plate Number Information of Canadian stamp issues starting with the Confederation and
Historical Issues of 1927 and extending through the King George VI regular issue of 1943.
The date of issue information given in Ph. 51 for stamps of the defmitive issue of 1928-29
coincides with the dates shown in Table I.
First Day covers for all values of this issue are scarce and those of the higher pictorial
values are rare. The authors are aware of only one complete set of eleven First Day Covers,
each with a single stamp postmarked at Ottawa, Ontario, the city of issue for the stamps.
This set was prepared by T.R. Legault, Accountant in Charge, Postage Stamp Division of
the Canadian Post Office Department and some covers are addressed to himself and some
to Mr. A.F. Brophy. Brophy is sometimes spelled as Brophey on the covers. Brophy was
a friend of Legault and a prominent Canadian collector. Collectors of Canadian First Day
Covers owe a debt of gratitude to T.R. Legault who was responsible for making First Day
Covers of many of the classic issues ofCanada during the mid 1920-1940 period. His major
contributions to the Canadian First Day Cover field can be compared to those of Edward
Worden and Phillip Ward for United States First Day Covers.
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The 4¢ bistre stamp, Sc. I 52, was issued on August 16, 1929 which was considerably
later than the other low value stamps in this issue. First Day Covers of Sc. I 52 are very
scarce and one such cover is shown in Figure 1. Single stamps of the five high values, Sc.
I 55-159, on First Day Cover arc rare and First Day Covers for the SO¢ Stamp, Sc. 158 and
the $1 .00 stamp, Sc. !59 arc very rare. First Day Covers for the three high value stamps of
this dcfmitive issue arc shown in Figures 2-4 respectively. Each cover was made by Legault
and is addressed to Brophy.

Figure 1 Very Scarce T.R. Legault First Day Cover of Sc. 152, the 4¢ King
George V Definitive Issue of 1928-29. This is the only one of the low value
stamps with King George V portrait that was issued in 1929.

PillS~ DAY COVER .

~ r.

T o a. Le gault,
Postage S t amp Div is ion ,
Finanoia l Bra n c h ,
P o at O!!ioe Department ,
o ttawa ,
Ontar i o.

While single stamps on First Day Cover range from scarce (low value definitives) to
very rare (high value definitives), blocks and plate blocks of any value on First Day Covers
are quite rare. A beautiful set on large multiple plate blocks on First Day Covers was made
by Legault for most values up to and including the 10-cent stamp. These very important
covers arc unique and worthy of a special article. They will be reported on in detail in Part
12 ofthis Series on First Day Covers of the Classic Issues of Canada. No multiples of the
higher value stamps, Sc. 156-159 are thus far known on First Day Covers.
Unoftklal Cities
First Day Covers from cities other than Ottawa, Ontario, the official city, are generally
not available. It appears that this issue was not distributed to major ~t offices throughout
Canada for First Day sale. The only exception known to the authors ts for First Day Covers
of the 2¢ green value, Sc. ISO. For this stamp, unofficial First Day Covers with single
stamps are known from the cities listed in Table II.
Table II Unoftkial Cities Sc. 150- 2t Green

I. Kitchener, Ontario
2. Toronto, Ontario
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Figure 2 Rare First Day Cover of Sc. 157, the 20e Pictorial stamp of this
definitive issue. The cover addressed to Brophy was made by T.R. Legault.
li'irst Dar CoTe r

: . ~.,...r . ...._

":' ;..' ;.....:..--

.. "'· ---

.... .

..

,

·, -

~

~-

~r.

...............
A.. F. Brophr,

1435 Bleurr St.,

!!ontre e. l, P.Q.

Figure 3 Very rare First Day Cover of Sc. 158, the SOe Schooner Bluenose
pictorial stamp of this definitive issue. The cover addressed to Brophy was
made by T.R. Legault.

ll'irat Dar CoTe r

Y.r. A.li'. BrophY' ,
1435 Bleury St.,
Montre a l, p . ~.
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Figure 4 Very rare First Day Cover of Sc. 159, the $1.00 Houses of Parliament pictorial stamp of this definitive issue. The cover addressed to Brophy
was made by T.R. Legault•
.P lrlit Day oo Ye r

··-

i II

--Mr. A• .P. Brophy,
1435 Bleury St. ,
lolont rell!l, ?·<l•

Cachets
No cacheted FtrSt Day Covers are known for this issue. The authors are fairly certain
that no cachets were made. Both the Legault and the Brophy First Day Covers have
FIRST DAY COVER typed in the upper left portion of the envelopes.
References
[1] Fred Jarrett, B.NA. Book - "Stamps of British North America", Standard Priced
Catalogue, published by Fred Jarrett, Toronto, Canada, printed in Canada by W .R. Phillips
and Co.. Toronto, Copyright, Canada 1929.
[2] Douglas and Mary Patrick. "Canada's Postage Stamps," McClelland and Stewart Ltd.,
Toronto 1964.
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Stories Behind My Covers
Jack Arnell
23. Postage Due in RED
Generally speaking. the B.NA. post offices followed the General Post Office, London
rules relating to the colour of ink used to designate prepaid and unpaid postage on letters,
viz. Red for the former and Black for the later. As exceptions to this, I have four
Falmouth packet letters, which on arrival at Halifax had unpaid inland postage from there
to Quebec or Montreal marked in red manuscript, instead of black. The dates of these
letters were 1800, 1801, 1814 and 1815. [It should be noted here that throughout the first
half of the 19th century, the U.S. post offices used red ink to show postage due.]
There is no obvious explanation for this, such as no black ink. because all letters bad
Halifax datestamps struck in black, and there are contemporary letters with black ink. To
illustrate this anomaly, two similar letters are reproduced here. Both were mailed at
London, England with packet postage to Halifax prepaid -1/10 Stg. on the first (6 August
1801) as a single letter (Fig. 1) and 3/8 Stg. on the second (6 May 1802) as a double letter
(Fig. 2). On arrival at Halifax, they were backstamped with a straightline 'HALIFAX' on
21 September 1801 and 3 June 1802 respectively. However, the first had '1 N 8' (1/8 Cy.)
inland postage to Quebec marked in bright red, while the second had '1 N lOW (2 x lOd
Stg.) double inland postage to Fredericton marked in black.
The lack of a 'Halifax Paid' stamp on the first letter, together with the accompanying
Letter Bill with a postage due entry, made it unlikely that the Quebec postmaster would
have treated it a Post Paid to destination.
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Figure 2.
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Study Group Centreline
Peter McCarthy
Vice-president for Study Groups: Jon C. Joimson, 9604 Kalamalka Road, Vemon, BC
VlB 11 3
Study Group Reporter: Peter McCarthy, 182 Cleevemont, Box 688, Richmond, Quebec
JOB 2HO
Study Groups
Air Mall: Basil Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, IL 60025
B.C. Postal History: Bill Topping, 7430 Angus Drive, Vancouver, BC V6B 5K2
BNA Perflns: Steve Koning, 29 Balsam Ave., Toronto, ON M4E 3B5
Centennial Definitives: Leonard Kruczynski, 19 Petersfield Place, Winnipeg, MB R3T 3V5
Duplex Cancellations of BNA: Robert A. Lee, 203-1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna, BC
VIY 5Y2
Elizabethan: Jolm D. Am, N. 17708 Saddle Hill Rd., Colbert, WA 99005
Fancy Cancels: Dave Lacelle, 369 Fullerton Ave., Ottawa, ON KlK IKI
Flag Cancels: Jolm G. Robertson, 10 Pergola Rd., Rexdale, ON M9W 5K5
Military Mall: Dean Mario, P.O. Box 342, Main Post Office, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3L3
Newfoundland: Jolm Butt, 264 Hamilton Ave., St. John's, NF AlE In
Philatelic Uterature: Paul M . Burega, 16 Aldgate Cres., Nepean, ON K2J 2G4
Postal Stationery: Steven Whitcombe, 334 Old York Road, New Cumberland, PA 170703135
Re-Entries: Chris Ryan, 569 Jane St., Toronto, ON M6S 4A3
Revenues: Wilmer C. Rockett, 540 Overlook Ave., Willowgrove, PA 19090
R.P.O.s: William G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vancouver, BC V6M 3A7
Slogan Cancels: Daniel G. Rosenblat, 5300 Edgeview Drive, Byron, CA 94514
Small Queens: Bill Burden, P.O. Box 152, Truro, NS B2N SCI
Squared Circles: Gary D. Amold, 10533 Countryside Dr., Grand Ledge, Ml48837
Transatlantic Mail: Malcolm Montgomery, 76, Glen Eyre Road, Bassett, Southampton
S02 3NL England
New Grou~ Formi~
Admirals: !II LOng~y, 155 Hillcrest Ave., #1203, Mississauga, ON, L5B 3Z2
Dead Letter Postmarks: Gary Steele, 8 Bracemont Court, Lower Sackville, NS B4E 3Al

On The Fringes
This rendition of the Centreline was completed on the last day of September, an
absolutely gorgeous day radiant with fall colours that only Quebec and northern Vermont
can produce. After the wonderful summer, winter isn't ~oing to be easy to take. This being
the last issue of the year, may I take this opporturuty to wish you all a very pleasant
Christmas, and may the New Year bring you nothing but philatelic gold.
Paul Burega, the editor ofPhiliography Canada, has had an extremely busy year but
managed to put out a two page newsletter covering the period from January to July in which
he illustrates a Red Rose Tea stamp catalogue submitted by yours truly. The catalo~e bears
no date, but offers stamps as late as 1938. Is the membership able to shed more hght as to
when these catalogues were first published? At the time Red Rose seemed to favour HE.
Harris as the company to buy stamps from.
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From the Centennial Definitive Study Group Newsletter, edited by Leonard Kruczynski,
comes an excellent article on Papennaking & Fluorescent White Dies in Paper by Alexander
E. Hutton Jr. The article will certainly answer many questions for those dealing in modern
philately. An ruticle on the Cole cacheted covers occupies the balance of the newsletter.
Bill Topping is the editor of the British Columbia Postal History Research Group
newsletter. In the June issue he reports on PIPEX and the cancellations that came from it.
Also shown are old and new B.C. cancellations with a feature article on Fire Valley. Alex
Price sends in comments and illustrations of various C.P.R. ticket stamps. Bob Smith of
Ottawa is publishing a list ofall30 mm cancellations and is asking the assistance of the B.C.
research group is looking for new fmds. Some are illustrated, and rounding out the
newsletter is a request for the membership to check out their stock. The September issue
of the B.C. newsletter has a feature on locomotive fireman Robert James Geddis. It is
interesting that the B.C. research group should do something on a s~bject that could also be
of interest to some in the R.P.O. group. However, the focus here is the routing of mail
addressed to a particular person. The article is based on material supplied by Alex Price.
The response to the reguest for early and late dates for British Columbia cancellations has
produced a significant bst revision. The membership is being asked to supply information
on the Alaska Highway cancellations. The front page of the newsletter illustrates a lovely
carved roller cancellation of Brilliant B.C. If you have any such that depict Peter Verigin,
the group would appreciate hearing from you.
One of the principal contributors to the R.P.O. study group newsletter, edited by Bill
Robinson, is Ross Gray. In this issue Ross extends thanks to several members for their
assistance in his hammer study of the Fort William, Port Arthur runs and also the Toronto
- North Bay runs. A new date has been discovered for the Arthabaska & Three Rivers
G.T.R. No. 1, and another new discovery is shown for the Rouses Point & Montreal R.P.O.
Four more illustrations with either explanations or questions follow. All are from Ross
Gray. Charles Purdon submitted two illustrations of old Intercolonial Railway bills of
lading. Finally, from Malcolm Smith, there is an illustration of Great Britain's Royal Mail
Travelling Post Office.
Over a period oftime, Dr. Jack Amell, editor of the Transatlantic Mail Study Group
newsletter, has presented individual items on the subject of The 2 Yld Provincial Postage On
Packet Letters. Now Allan Steinhart has sent his notes along with some beautiful
illustrations. All of these are published in the July issue of the newsletter. The September
issue of the newsletter is taken up with illustrations and explanations of eleven of the fifteen
pages in the one-frame study group exhibit that was a new convention feature beginning
with BNAPEX '95. lllustrattons of the final four pages will appear in the next newsletter.

The July issue of the Canadian Military Mail Study Group newsletter was edited by Bill
Bailey and Ritch Toop. Two articles tmder the Toop byline entitled Canadian Record Office
- Old Bailey, and Force "C" Hong Kong appear therein. The second should have military
postal historians scurrying to their holdings to see if they might not have a censor 120
marking on hand. World War I hospitals are listed, and rounding out the newsletter is a
patriotic postcard and one of the hospital ship Araguaya. The August - September
newsletter has the group back on track with Colm Campbell and Ken Ellison editing this
issue. The good news is that Dean Mario has volunteered to edit the next three issues. The
two feature articles in this issue are submitted by Brian Plain. The frrst is Canadian Military
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Mail From South East Asia 1939 - 1945 (specifically Burma) and the second is Canadian
Military Hospital Ships. The feature ship is HMHS Letitia. Colin Campbell has an article
on Samuel Benfield Steele. Under difficult circumstances the group has still managed to
put out some good newsletters.
From the Air Mail Study Group newsletter, edited by Basil Burrell, are two illustrations
of cacheted covers showing C3 as having been issued in conjunction with the 200th
anniversary of the birth of George Washington. The three feature stories following are
Maritime and Newfoundland Airways - Revisited (with beautiful colour illustrations),
Canadian Airways- Revisited, and a further article on stamp C3. John Wannerton ends the
newsletter with a description of a lovely illustrated cover.
Corgi Times, edited by John Am, has several ongoing feature articles each issue. Paper
Trails by Rick Penko discusses the reflectance test made on copies of the Charlottetown
200th anniversary stamp and the Sir Issac Brock 200th anniversary issue. John Burnett
discusses at length the collecting of the Wildlife issue of 1953 - 1957. That article first
appeared in a March issue ofLinn's. .Section IX of the newsletter deals with what is known
as All Other within the Elizabethan era. Several interesting covers are submitted and
explained by John Aitken. Bill Pekonen closes things out with a find on the 1966 Christmas
stamps that he has termed the "Blue Streaker" and the "Brown Streaker". He is already
credtted with finding the "Red Streaker". The July-August issue of Corgi Times also
covered the first part of September. John Schmidt. is out with a revision to his Survey Of
Recent Canadian Definitive Stamps and a typographical error in one of the Canada-Mexico
Migratory Wildlife Stamps is reported. -'the "F" in "faune" on the Kingfisher stamp is
missing. Rick Penko, ofCompass Communications Inc., is able to supJ?IY a completely acid
free 8~ x II page for mounting philatelic material. This is of mterest to all stamp
collectors. Four illustrations showing the use of the paper and chemical industry stamps
appear in the Karsh, Wilding and Cameo section. In a previous newsletter the editor
presented a way of setting up an inventory for the Caricature series. In this issue Jean des
Rivieres presents an alternate system that is worth studying. The philatelic portion of the
newsletter closes with an article on the carmine postage dues, with illustrations.
In The Perforator, edited by Patrick Durbano, there is an article emphasizing the
procedure for having a new find authenticated and listed. It's not hard to see why Patrick
refers to the illustrated cover belonging to Jon Johnson as one of the prettiest perfmlfirst
fli~t covers seen. The feature of the newsletter is the report on the ABC Perfin Survey.
This project was carried out with the help of many members, all of whom are thanked. This
survey is an excellent addition to the perfin literature.
Volume 8, number 4, of The Flag Pole, edited by Bob Thome, covers a period from
March to June. The bulk of the newsletter is taken up with the results of 'The Flag &
Non-Flag Rarities' study group survey. This is an important study for flag collectors, and
should remain at hand at all times. An update is given on the North Bay 'Enlist Now' flag,
and Tom Almond has a little article entitled How Scarce Can You Get. It relates to David
Sessions' recent survey of the flag and non-flag rarities. Another excellent newsletter from
an interesting study ~oup. The feature article of the September issue of the Flagpole is
devoted to non-machine flags. It's a new direction for the group, and is sure to open up a
whole new phase of flag study. You are encouraged to look through your holdmgs and
comment on them.
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The July/August issue of the Newfie Newsletter edited by John Butt features an article
by Kevin O'Reilly - Labrador Offices, a listing of locations of, and the cancellations used
by, Labrador post offices. Bob Dyer writes on the 1920 ProvisionaJs, a most interesting
article. Then, there is the final part of Palmer Moffat's Boxes and Ovals. This is an
excellent study and belongs in the libraries of all students of Newfoundland postal history.
The Canadian Revenue Newsletter is edited by Fritz Angst. Although Fritz is
somewhat late, this being the November/December 1994 edition, there are a couple of
interesting articles. The first, entitled Earliest Reported Usage of Third Issue Bill Stamp,
is submitted by R.A. Johnson. The feature article, however, is by Christopher D. RyanThe Nature of, and Circumstances Surrounding the Printing of, the First Issue Of Canada's
Bill Stamps. This is a follow-up by the author to his fourth quarter 1994 article in BNA
TOPICS on Canada's first bill stamps. It certainly is a worthwhile piece of study material.
As usual, editor Daniel Rosenblat filled the September issue of The Slogan Box with
another thirty pages of excellent articles for his readers. Although two slogans discussed
- Canadian Military and Naval Anniversaries Related Slogans, and Anned Forces Day
(dates) Journee Des Forces Annee - are very interesting, the feature article is probably the
Address Related Slogans. This may reflect a bias on my part because I fmd these to be
among my favorite slogans. Don't bypass the ' V' slogan article on the last page. It's a good
up<tate of what might be considered a very common slogan.

The August issue of the Fancy Cancel Study Group newsletter, edited by Dave Lacelle,
is once morefacked with valuable information. The feature article, however, comes from
Chapter 3 o the new book - Leaf Cancels. On the last page are illustrations from the
Smythies forgery reference collection. Both Allan Steinhart and Horace Harrison have
submitted pages and pages of fancy cancels. Dave illustrates a few with comments.
Well, we now put another issue to bed. As usual the editors have done a superb job of
informing the membership of what is going on within their individual groups. I want to
welcome all new members to BNAPS, and if you have not as yet involved yourself with a
study group, you are encouraged to do so. Your philatelic life will be that much richer for
it.

'96
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Readers Speak
This is a column where the readers ofTOPICS can express their views, ask questions,
and add injom1ation to previously published articles.

Dear Mr. Willson;

I would like to ask our readers if they have seen the postal marking as found on the copy of
Scott 53 as illustrated, or any similar cancel from another railway station in Canada. The
marking appears to read:
TRANSFER AGENT RICHMOND jc't.
AM

:::>0

12

97
Note the "OC" is inverted. I have contacted several knowledgeable R.P.O. collectors but
have, as yet, found no one who has seen a similar cancel.
Colin Campbell

FOR SALE
The Military Collection of the late
Major E. R. (Ritch) Toop, OB
Single items or by groupings

R.F. Narbonne, Greenwood Stamp Co.
216 Malley Drive, Carleton Place, ON K7C 3X9
1 - 613 - 267 - 6463
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OUR VENDORS SPEAK
We seD the properties of 50 different owners in an
average auction. All are pleased with what we do
for them and some make the effort
to write about it.

We
know that
wecanseU

your stamps to
your satisfaction.
All you have to do Is

CAU. US AT

May we
hear&omyou
when you are ready?

416-363-7777

r. rnaresch & son
330 BAY ST, BTE ?03 • TORONTO. CANAC;t. MBM 8M • . . .l 383·?777

:=-~::..
~ , ....
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New Issues
William J. F. Wilson
New rates came into effect on August 1, 1995, and a full slate of sheet stamps, stamp
packs and roll stamps was issued the day before the change. These are listed in Table 1
(abbreviations are explained at the end of the column, after Table 3). Size, perforations
and number of teeth for both Tables 1 and 3 are measured from the stamps, and are given
as (HORIZONTAL) x (VERTICAL); all other information is taken from Canada Post's
booklet Canada's Stamp Details. Aft stamps have PVA gum.
It will be interesting to see if there are reprints by different printers, as there were for
the previous sets.

TABLE 1: New Definitives
Issue

Flag

Queen

Fruit Trees

Value

45¢

45¢

SH: 52¢,71¢, & 90¢
SP: 52¢ & 90¢

Issued

31 July 1995

31 July 1995

31 July 1995

Printer

SH/SP: L-M
roll:
CBN

SH/SP: CBN

SH/SP: CBN

Quantity

continuous

continuous

continuous

Size (mm)

SH/SP: 22 X 26
roll:
24x20

26x 22

32x 26

Paper

SH/SP: CP
p
roll:

SH: CP
SP: p

SH/SP:P

Process

SH/SP: 5CL
roll: 1CSE

5CL

5CL

Pane

SH:
SP:
roll:

SH: 100
SP: 10

SHt 50
.SP: 5

Tagging

G4S

G4S

52¢ & 71¢: G4S
90¢: 3-bar vert.

Perf

145 X 14.6

13.1 X 13.6

13.1 X 13.1

Teeth

16x 19

17 X 15

21 X 17

100
10,25
100

A definitive booklet often 45¢Greeting Stamps with fifteen stickers was issued on Sept.
1, 1995, selling for $4.70 + GST. There are four each of the pen, heart, and bride-andgroom stickers, plus three of a new sticker showing a maple leaf in Fall colours. Data for
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the stamps are: Printer, A -P; Gum: pressure sensitive; Process: 5CL (Canada's Stamp
Details for Sept/Oct. says 6CL, but the booklet itself shows only five colour dots); Paper:
J A.C/Coated Papers; Tagging: General tagged, all around.
A commemorative greeting stamp booklet showing aspects of the chiropractic profes<iion
was issued on Sept. 15, 1995, with the same data as the definitive booklet. No quantity is
mentioned in the Details booklet.
The 43¢ rate was in effect for two years and seven months, the longest that the letter
rate has remained constant since the 17¢ rate of April 1(79 to Feb. 15/83 (when the rate
almost doubled to 30¢). Table 2 shows the changes since 1993 for rates which can be paid
by a single stamp.
TABLE 2: Recent Rate Increases
Jan 1/93
standard letters to 30 g
standard letters 30 - 50 g
non-standard & oversize to 100 g
standard letters to USA, to 30 g
international letters to 20 g

Mar 1194

Aug 1/95

69¢
88¢
50¢
88¢

45¢
71¢
90¢
52¢
90¢

43¢
67¢
86¢
49¢
86¢

In the previous column, the information that was not available for the table at press time
was: Canada Flag - Quantity 15MM, pane of 20 stamps; Louisbourg - Quantity 15MM
stamps, CP paper.
Table 3 lists the commemoratives issued since the last column. The data for the
Manitoba 125th anniversary and for the Migratory Wildlife stamps are listed at the end of
the table.
TABLE 3: New Commemoratives
Issue

Land
Vehicles

Golf

Lunenburg
Academy

Canada Day:
Group of7

Value

2 each 43¢,
50¢,88¢ s-t

5 x 43¢ s-t

43¢

3,3, and4x
43¢ s-t

Issued

26 May 1995

6 June 1995

29 June 1995

29 June 1995

Printer

CBM

A-P

CBN

CBN

Quantity

800M sheets

15MM stamps

15MM

870M sets

Size (mm)

43¢: 40x275
50¢: 48x275
88¢: 48x275

40xN/A

26 x 40

40.0x 405

Paper

p

CP

p

CP
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Process

7CL

6CL

6CL

7CL

Pane

6 (SS)

10 (bklt)

25

3, 3,&4
(three SS)

Tagging

G4S

G4S

G4S

FCP

Perf

12.5x 13.1

13.5 X 13.1

13.1

Teeth

43¢: 25 X 18
50¢, 88¢: 30 X 18

27 xN/A

17 X 26

X

13.0

13.0 X 13.4
26x27

Manitoba: 43¢; July 14/95; A-P; 15MM; size 30 x 40 nun; CP; 5CL; pane of20; G4S;
perf. 13.3 x 13.0; 20 x 26 teeth.
Migratory Wildlife: 4 x 45¢ s-t; Aug. 15/95; CBN; 15MM stamps; size 27.5 x 40 nun;
CP; 7CL; pane of20; FCP; perf. 12.5 x 13.1; 25 x 18 teeth. [There was an error on the
Kingfisher stamp, the letter "f' was missing from the word "faune". Canada Post discovered
the error and had CBN re-issue the stamps on Sep. 26/95.)
Canada Post has also re-issued the 5¢ Rose Hip on Sep. 20/95 and the 10¢
Kinnikinnick on Sep. 1/95, both being printed by Ashton-Potter Canada Ltd. All the
specifications on these stamps is the same asA-P's first printing, with the exception that the
inscription now reads "Ashton-Potter Canada Ltd."
ABBREVIATIONS: 1CSE = one-()()lounteel engraving; 5(6,7)CL = five (six, seven)
colour lithography; A-P = Ashton-Potter Canada Ltd; CBN = Canadian Bank Note
Company; CP =Coated Papers; FCP =fluorescent coated paper, L-M = Leigh-Mardon Pty.
Ltd; N/A = not applicable (depends on how the booklet was trimmed); M = thousand; MM
= million; P = Peterborough; s-t = se-tenant; SH =sheet stamps; SP = stamp packs; SS =
souvenir sheet.
The following new definitive stamp data was received after William Wilson had
submitted his column. With his permission, I have included this data for our readers'
information.
TABLE lA: New Definitives (Reprints)
Issue

Flag

Queen

Fruit Trees

Value

45¢

45¢

SH: 52¢, 71¢, & 90¢
SP: 52¢ & 90¢

Issued

23 Sept. 1995

23 Sept. 1995

23 Sept. '1995

Printer

SHISP: CBN

SHISP: A-P

SHISP: A-P

Quantity

continuous

continuous

continuous

Size (nun)

22x26

26x22

32x26
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Paper

CP

CP

CP

Process

5CL

5CL

5CL

Pane

SH:
SP:

SH: 100
SP: 10

SH: 50
SP: 5

Tagging

G4S

G4S

52¢ & 71¢: G4S
90¢: 3-bar vert.

Perf

SH!SP: 13.6 X 13.1

13.1 X 13.6

52¢ SH!SP: 14.4 X 13.8
71¢,90¢ SH:13.1 x 13.1
90¢ SP: 14.4 x 13.8

Teeth

15 X 17

17 X 15

52¢ SH/SP: 23 X 18
71¢ & 90¢ SH: 21 x 17
90¢ SP: 23 x 18

100
10,25

It should be noted that the reprint of the 45¢ Flag by CBN has a slightly lighter
background than the L-M printing. This applies to both the sheet and booklet stamps.

£

:.:::,

Schiff Auctions
Buyers, Auctioneers & Appraisers of U.S. &
Wot1dwide Stamps & Postal History

~

We Invite you to consign individual stamps, postal histOfY and collections for
public auction or private treaty sale. Our •Especialy tor Specialists~ auctions are designed with you in mind, whether you're a buyer or seller of U.S.
or Worldwide staJ'11)s. We also purchase outright, but contact us before
sending any stamps. Be sure to include your address and phone number.
CATALOGS

Jacques C. Schiff. Jr. Inc.
195 Main St.

Ridgefield P81k NJ 07660 USA
Telephone 201 -641 -5566
Fax 201 -641·5705
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BNAPS BOOK DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 66660
Stoney Creek Postal Outlet
STONEY CREEK, ONTARIO
CANADA L8G 5E6
REFERENCE CATALOGUES
COOL-Special catalogue ofCdn. P.O. First Day Covers . . . . . . . .
VAN DAM-Cdn. Revenue Stamp Cat. 1995 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WALBURN-Standard Canada Precancel Cat. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WALTON & COVERT-Webb's Postal Stationery Catalogue, 6th edn

RETAIL CON$
. .
. .
. .
..

. . .
. . . .
. . . .
....

. 8.75
17.50
7.75
17.00

STAMP REFERENCE BOOKS
ARFKEN-Canada's Small Queen Era 1870-1897 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 155.00
ARNELL-Stearn and The North Atlantic Mails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78.00
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.75
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.00
ARNELL-Transatlantic Study Group Handbook #3 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 23.00
BAILEY & TOOP-CanadianMilitaryP.O. to 1986 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings 1920-1930 . . . . . . . . 20.00
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings 1931-1940 . . . . . . . . 15.00
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings 1941-1953 . . . . . . . . 19.95
BNAPS Slogan Study Group-Slogan Postal Markings
Consolidated 1912-1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 20.00
BOYD-Specimen Overprints ofBNA ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00
BRADLEY-CanadianMap Stamp of 1898, A Plating Study . . . . . . . .. ... 26.50
CANADA Post Oftlce Guide 1852-Reprint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.00
CANADA: The 1967 Definitive Issue (Keene-Hughes Rev.) ... . .. . . . . . 18.00
CHUNG-REICHE-The Canadian Postage Due Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.75
DAVIS-Canada Special Delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.50
DAY & SMYTHIES-Fancy Cancellation of the 19th Century . . . . . . . . . .. 10.75
DUCKWORm-The Large Queen Stamps & Their Use 1868-1872 . . . . . . 130.00
GUTZMAN-Canadian Patriotic Postcard Handbook . . ... ... . . . . . . . . 13.50
GUTZMAN-The Canadian Picture Postcard Catalogue 1992 . . . . . . . . . . . 12.95
HENNOK-Postal History Series
#2 Earl E. Palmer-Upper & Lower Canada CrossBorderMailto 1851 ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. 25.00
#3 A. L. Steinhart-The Postal History of the
Postcard in Canada 1871-1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
#4 J. C. Amell-Transatlantic Stampless Mail to
and from the United States of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
#5 Horace W. Harrison-Canada's Registry System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
#6 Stewart S. Kenyon-Pioneer Mail in Western Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00
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#7 Dr. F. G. Stulberg-Upper & Lower Canada
Steamboat Mailto the 1860's . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. ... .. ... 25.00
HILLMAN-The Post Office Department and the Parliamentary
Record in Canada from 1780 to 1925 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
JOHNSON & TOMASSON-Canadian Stamps with Perforated Initials . . . . .
KELL-The Postal History of the District of Assiniboia 1882-1902 . ... . ...
LEUR-Postage Stamps and Cancellations ofP.E.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LUDWW-Catalogue of Canadian Railway Cancellations ... . . . .. .. . . .
LUDLOW-RPO-Supplement 1: Combined Annexes I-IX .. . . . . . . . . . ..
MACDONALD-Nova Scotia Post: Its Offices, Masters, & Marks
1700-1867 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MACMANUS-Post Offices of New BI1Ulswick 1783-1930 . . . . . . . . . . . .
MANLEY-Canadian Precancel Postal Stationery Handbook . . . . . . . .. ...
MURRAY -Post Office on P.E.I. 1787-1990 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEWMAN-The Bickerdike Papers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O'REILLY-Northwest Territories Postal Cancellations 1907-1986 ... . . ...
PRATT-The Newfoundland Pence Issue . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...
ROWE-Postal History of the Canadian Contingents
intheAnglo-BoerWar 1899-1902 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...
SESSIONS-The Early Rapid Cancelling Machines of Canada . . . . . . . . . . .
SMITH-Ontario Post Offices Vol.I An Alphabetical Listing . . . . . ... ...
SMITH-Ontario Post Offices Vol. II By County & District ... ·. . . . . . . . .
SMITH-Both Volumes . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . ...
STEINHART-The Postal History of the Postcard in Canada 1871-1911 . . . . .
STEINHART-The Admiral Era: A Rate Study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
STEINHART-Civil Censorship in Canada During WW I ... . . . . . . . . ..
TOPPING & ROBINSON-British Colurnbia Post Offices
1991 Revised Edition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TOPPING & ROBINSON-Territorial Post Offices of Canada . . . . . . . . . .
WALB URN-Canadian Precancel Handbook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WINMILL-The Evolution of Imperial Penny Postage &
the Postal History of the Canadian 1898 Map Stamp . . . . . . . . . . .

20.00
11.00
21.00
40.00
38.00
15.00
32.50
32.50
13.50
16.95
26.50
29.00
70.00
38.00
19.50
38.75
48.75
77.00
16.00
21.00
14.00
20.00
15.00
18.50
26.00

••• NOTE ••• All orders must be prepaid. Add $3.00 handling charge per order. Please
allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Payment in U.S. funds deduct 20%.
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VIHUI: WORTHINGTON

f'
i

HOTEl.. a 5-stat & 5-diamond
facility •n the hean of downtown

:JH WBII UldBP·

....

IIY tl makeiNAPEX •aa
In fll't Wll't•r

TIXIS tbe

best, gal·dam•r dig·
Ribbed, BNAPI CIRVIRtiDR

em. Check o1t whit Is
ID PIICIII far:

at 200 Main Street. Rooms start
at only $85.00 single/double lor
th1s first-class facility. Balcony
Suites ate $225.00 and Terrace
Suites are $275. Sell-parking $41
day. Valet S7/day. Free weekend
street parl"ng. Phone: 817·87().
1000. Mention SNAPS Convention.

an evening rolhng

on ct\e train to north
Fort Worth. where we will have
dinner. and return by bus.

MUIIUMI, MUIIUMI,
MUIIUMI Three blocks
away. the Sid Richardson
Muuum of w..tem Art. And a

IICUaiTY: Active duty Fort
Wonh SWAT team members.
(Optional Pre-show security
room beg1nn1ng noon 8·29 to
set-up: after-show secunty room.
take-down until noon 9·2. Cost
and feasability to De determined
by demand. Please contact
Bourse Chairman tf interested)
IOCI.AI.: Dining. jau. and
museums. plus a whole
bevy of watering holes. are
as close as across the
street.

HOIPitAUn aooM:
You boner Delieve ill

BIMI• r«•tNJ9 of Ch.,;.•
Ruu.Jf• "SmN/t'tfl

~ · '0

U'2• Nl he¢ t

80UUI: Abundant
space and cheap
prices: Auctioneer table
(no retail) $100: Standard
Size $225: Oouble Size
$400. (Please. no shar1ng of tables.)

• llAMII: Up to 300
Amenpex-style aluminum frames. I 6 std
pages per frame.
frame fee US $8 .
aiDI YHI 'LUIANI'ULA
~. .tvtg oJ ~,.~tick~,,,

•Stonco

Bu•..,.inb~ AMI2f . inh~.

( SII(pping hom. rt~onlibilify (1/ #J• wmn.t),

. . . en open 1 closed car
train pulled by an authentiC
I BSO's steam locomotive to
the famous Fort Worth
Stockyard area · home of
Billy Bob's Texas. the

couple miles further is the world·
famous Kimbell Art Muuum
and the Amon Carter Museum ot
Western Art as well as the Fort
Worth Museum of Modern Art.

..

CMAVAH o• H&AMI

Jazz nightclub and

roo~op

greatest stars.

Preliminary Inquiries
regarding exhi bits, bourse, and
other acllvltlea to
Jell Swill
3962 Belford Av
Fort Worlh Tx 76103.

COME CELEBRATE THE TWENTY· FIFTTH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE PRAIRIE BEAVER REGIONAL GROUP
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bar. Perform1ng venue of jazz's
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Robert Bayes, Box 34512 Pemberton Plaza P.O., North Vancouver, B.C.,
V6P 3N8, will pay $5.00 each for the following dates on Scott ##106. Stamp
must be sound and date legible.
1112
Jan
Mar

3
16

6 14

Feb

/lf)r 14 24

1114

1115
12

Dec

May 21
Aug 13
Nov 26

Jul
Oct

/lf)r

4

5

1111

o.c

9
1 22
17

Feb
May
Jul
Sept
Dec

11
6
15
16
30

1117
Jan
Mar
Jun
Aug
Oct

14
11 25
10 17 24
12 19

7

25
20 27
29
23 30

1120
Jan 11 24 25
Feb
1 4 5 8
Mar
7 14 21 26
/lf)r
2 4 11 25
May 8 9 12 15
Jun
3 13 20 27
Jul
4 9 10 11
Aug
1 8 15 16
Sept 2 5 6 12
Oct
3 5 13 21
Nov
7 10 28
Dec 5 7 12 19

1121
Jan
Feb

Jan
t=.b
Mar

17 19 20
9
10 30 31
/lf)r
14
May 5 17 26

18 19 25
18 22

26 27
29 31

23 25 26

9 11 13 14 15 16 23 30
6 9 11 12 13 18 20 22 23

3

7 10 13 19 20 21 25 26 27

3 4
5 8
28 29 31
Jun
3 4 5 8
Jul
10 11 24 25
Aug 14 28
Sept 2 4 11 14
Oct 16 23 25 26
Nov
9 23 25 28
Dec
4 5 9 11

/lf)r

May

Jun
4 6 9 23
Jul
14 26 28
Aug 11 12 18 21 22 23 24 25
Sept 1 2 15 19 20 21 26 28 29
Oct
2 9 10 11 20 27
Nov 10 23 24 29
o.c 18 26

1111
5 12 19 26
16
2 9 18 22 30

1122
Jan
Feb
Mar
/lf)r

May

1
1

2
2

1 5 12
9 10 21
2 5 8
1 2 9
5 7 14

10 17 18 24 26
9 13 15 16 21 22
12 14 18 19 26 29

29 31
18 22 24 25
28 30
27
18 21 25 28

14 17 28 29 30

25
12 14 17 18 19 26
12 15 18 23
19 21 22 24 26 27

28

/lf)r

6 22 27

May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct

4 11 18 29
4 8 15 18 19 22 28 29
4 19 26 27
4 14 17 22 25

Nov

2 9 15

o.c

15
17
24
28

28 31

1111

Feb
Mar

23
29

252627
Mar

Jan

2
3

14 15 16 19 20 26

Jun

2 11 15 17 18 23 25 27

7 28
5

6 12 19

25
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EXECUTIVES, DIRECTORS, AND OFFICERS
British North America Philatelic Society, Ltd.
Elected officers: Executive
President: H. Mike Street, 73 Hatton Dr., Ancaster, ON, L9G 2H5
First Vice-President: Victor Willson, P.O. Box 10420, College Station, TX 77842
Vice-President Regional Group: (Appointment in Progress)
Vice-President Study Groups: Jonathan C. Johnson, 9604 Kalamalka Road, Vernon, BC
V1B1L3
Treasurer: P . Charles livermore, P.O.Box 754045, Parkside Station, Forest Hills, NY
11375-4045
Seaetary: Jerome C. Jarnick, 108 Duncan Drive, Troy, MI 48098-4613
Immediate Past President: Charles G. Firby, 6695 Highland Road. Waterford. MI 48327

Elected Officers: Board o(Directors
(fen sitting members; 5 elected in the even numbered years for 4 year terms.)
Serving until Dec. 31, 1996
F. P. (Fritz) Angst
Paul M. Burega
Robert V. C. Carr
Earle Covert
Jeffrey Switt

Serving until Dec. 31, 1998
· Basil S. Burrell
Ken V . Ellison
R. F. (Hank) Narbonne
Clinton A Phillips
J. Don Wilson (Chairman)

Committees and Appointed Officers
Admissiooa Committee Chairman: Nick Sheklian, P.O. Box 772, VJSalia, CA 93279
AdverCiain& Maoager & Dealer Uaison: Hank Narbonne, 216 Mailey Dr., Carleton Place, ON
K2C3X9
Ambassadors' Program{Speakers' Bureau: (Appointment in Progress)
BNAPorlmiJS Editor: Everett L Parker, HC 76, Box 32, Greenville, ME 04441-1306
BNAPorlmiJS/BN.4. Topics Circulation Manager: Lynn and Ray Simrak, P.O. Box 56, Maidstone,
ON NOR 1KO
BN.4. Topics Editorial Cooaoltaot: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 1870, Deep River, ON KOJ 1PO
BN.4. Topics Production: John G. Scbmidt, 2649 Shadow Court, Ft. Collins, CO 80525
BNA. Topics Vlsual AppearllllCe: Jeffrey Switt, 4005 E. Lancaster Ave., Fort Worth, TX. 76103
Board of Elmmioers Chairman: Nick Sheklian, P.O. Box 772, VJSalia, CA 93279
Book Department Manager: Donald B. Kaye, P.O. Box 66660, Stoney Creek. ON l8G SE6
Circuit Manager: Elsie M. Drury, 127 Allenby Ave., Rexdale, ON M9W 1n
Convention Coordinator: Jeffrey Switt, 4005 E. Lancaster Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76103
Donatiooa Aclvbor • Canada: Richard M. Lamb, P.O. Box 573, Kitchener, ON N2G 4A2
Donatiooa Aclvlsor- U.s.A.: Horace W. Harrison, 1802 Indian Head Road, Ruxton, MD 21204
Ethics Committee: Bill Walton, 125 Thrtleback Rd., Califon, NJ 07830
Handbook Committee: H. Mike Street (acting) address above.
Historian: Edward J. Whiting, 25 Kings Circle, Malvern, PA 19355
Information Ollicer: Jeffrey Switt, 400S E. Lancaster Ave., Fort Worth, TX 76103
Jud&inl Coordinator: Earle Covert, Box 1070, Hay River, NWf XOE ORO
Membership Chairman: (Vacant. If interested contact the President. See address above.)
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NomiDatiou Committee Cha.lrmao: Bill Walton, 125 Thrtleback Rd., Califon, NJ 07830
Polley & Procedures Mauual Editor: Chris McGregor, 6312 Carnarvon Street, Vancouver, BC
V6N 1K3
Publkatiou Board: Ken Ellison, 14600 Middle Beach Rd., Oyama, BC V4W 2C3
Regioual Group Reporter: Frank Waite, 110 E. McMillan St., Newberry, MI 49868
Study Group Reporter: Pe ter McCarthy, Box 688, Richmond, Quebec, JOB 2HO

MEMBERSHIP FEES
Annual membership fees are $24CDN or $18US or £12 sterling. Membership applications
submitted during the 2nd or 3rd quarter of the year should be accompanied by 75% or
50% respectively of the annual fee. Applications submitted during the 4th quarter of the
year should be accompanied by 25% of the annual fee plus the full fee for the coming
year. A onetime application fee of $3CDN is payable regardless of the date of the
application. Send application form and cheque or money order to the Secretary, Jerome
Jarnick, 108 Duncan Drive, Troy, MI 48098.
(continued from page 2)
UI'ERATURE FOR REVIEW Send to Uterature Reviews, c/o Robert Lemire (address above)
SUBSCRIPTIONS
For members of the Society, $1250. This amount Is Included In
membership fees and members automatically receive the journal.
Non-members: $20.00. For Information contact the Secretary,
Jerome Jamick, 108 Duncan Drive. Troy, MI 48098.
These should be sent to the Secretaty.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Contact the Circulation Mllllll8er, Ray Simra.k:, P.O.Box 56, Maidstone.
MISSED, DAMAGED and
UNDEUVERABI.E COPIES Ontario, NOR lKO. Return postage guaranteed.
MANUSCRIPTS can be submitted to the Editorial Consultant In three formats: electronic with paper copy,
typewritten In double spacing, or neatly handprinted. Electronic formats include 5 V•"lloppy diskette for mM
(or mM compatibles) with ASCII formats; 3 'h" hard diskette for mM of current system In ASCII format;
or Macintosh 3 on• diskette using a major word processing system currently available. All electronic text
should be typed ll.ush left margin with right margin left free (no right margin justify). Do not indent
paragraphs, an extra line between paragraphs Is optional. Do not use special print characters for italics, bold,
or underscore (indicate 011 hard copy In pen or pencil), and do not use automatic footnoting.
Opinioos expressed are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent those of the Society or publisher.
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Indexes
At one time the index for each year's
issues of BNA Topics was provided as an
insert early in the following year. However,
the last index published seems to have been
for Volume 48 (i.e., for the issues for 1991 ).
Over the last several years, Charles
Livermore has been working on a
comprehensive index for all issues ofBNA
Topics, from Volume 1 to the present.
lberefore, it was only natural that he would
volunteer to help rectifY the problem.
Thus, thanks to Charles, you will fmd a
subjectindexforthecurrent year(i.e., Volume
52) as pages 77-80 in this issue of Topics.
Furthennore, asswning we have no problems
with mailing the extra weight, you should fmd
sheets with the subject indexes for BNA
Topics Vol. 49,50 and 51 inserted (loose) in
the current issue. These have been set out in
a format that is suitable for those members who
wish to bind the index with each volume.
The comprehensive index that is being
prepared contains entries arranged by subject
and by author, and in future years space will
be made available for both.

POSTAL HISTORY
PUBUC AUCTION SALES:
3000 to 6000 lots of
UNITED STATES
Britain & Colonies
and General Foreign
are offered bl~onthly.

Lot s sell f r om $2 each up
to many th ousands of $$$
OVer 1000 are photographed.

FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST.
PLEASE LET US KNOW
EXACTLY WHAT YOU COLLECT.

FDC's & Topicals
are also included.
PRIVATE TREATY SALES:

Speciali z ed Coll ecti ons
Large Box Lot s

The subject headings in the enclosed
indexes are representative of those being used
in the comprehensive index. Much thought
has gone into selecting useful headings, and
specialists in various study groups have also
been consulted. Further comments from
members are welcome, and should be sent to:

P. Charles Livermore
P.O. Box 754045
Parkside Station
Forest Hills, NY 11375-4045
U.S.A.

Dealer Stocks
We buy out ri ght and
accept consignments.

What do you have for sale?

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P. 0. BOX 6603 - BNA
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106-6603
Tel: 718-392...t866 Fax: 718-786-1341
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INDEX to BNA TOPICS Volume 52 (1995)
Advrrtlsementa
100 Canada Pence Lots. [Smith oollcotion of Canada
Pence is offered at auction by Hennok.); Apr/Joo
1995, 11463 v52 n2 pi il
Advlt:e Marks
Those PASSED FOR, APPROVED FOR, and
AUTHORIZED FOR EXPORT Markings. lin 1~391
the Foreign Exchange Control Board was eslablisnco
to govern the im~ and export of cummcy and
aecuritiea. Thu article di10U11es and iiJUitratcs the
advice marks IIICd for this purpoee.); Switt, Jeffrey A.
JuVSep 1995, 11464 v52 ii3 Jl44(8) il
Alberta
Postal 8e}llnnings Not1h ofEdmonton. [Series of letters
reveal- dcvel~cnt of p<?elal service north of
Edmonton, Alberta.]; Rosenthal, MlllC. JuVScp 1995,
11464 v52 n3 p56(3) il
Arfken, Georae B.
Readers Speak. [Commcnll on Adkcn'a article on mail
from Cimada to the West Indies.]; Amell, Jack C.
Jui/Sep 1995, #464 v52 n3 p64(2)
Aud lona
100 Canoda Pence Lots. [Smith collection of Canada
Pence is offered at auction by Hcnnok.]; Apr/Joo
1995, 11463 v52 n2 p1 il
The Donald W. Bowen Canadian Cancellation
C ollection. [R.obert A. Lee annoiUIOCI auction of
oanccllation collection.); Apr/Joo1995, 11463 v52 n2
14 il
Tfe Norman Brassier Small Queens. [Jim A. Hcnnok
announces auction of Braulcr's Small Queens
collcoti0111.]; JuVSep 1995, 11464 v52 n3 p1 il
Aultnlla
Canodian Letter Mail to New Zealand and Australia
via Panama. 1866-1869. The Panama, New Zealand
and Australian Royal Mail Co. Adkcnl GeO!Je B.;
l..eaRdt, Arthur W.; Ailed, Gerald J.· Mo nar, ueorge
P. Uct/Dco 1995, 11465 vS2 n4 p7('7) il tb bt
BNA ToPkl
Editorta1 Page. [Announccrocnt of the appointment of
Robert Lemire as T~ics editor.I; Willsoo, Victor L.
Jan/Mar 1995, 11462 v52 n1 p3(2)
Editorial P~eb editor for TOPICS, Robert
Lcmirci/ is intr
.];. Willaon, Victor L. Oct/Dco
1995, 46S vS2 n4 p3{_,)
Booklets and Booklet Panea
Ctunmt Canadian Definitive Booklets. 1Dcftcripli0111 of
contcnll and cover texll of booklefs since 1989.1;
Schmidt, John G. Apr/Joo 1995, 11463 vS2 n2 p66(6)
tb
Current Canadian D~mitlve Booklets. !Corrections to
the Uhon article opice Apr/Joo 1995).j· Schmidt,
John G. Jui/Scp 1 •s, 11464 vS2 n3 p61( ) tb
Bookleta and Booklet Panea - 1977
Per/ing for Oold in Canadian Booklet Varieties.
[Perforation variety of the booklet U.ue provea
1IIU1ivc.]; Redman, Stanley R Apr/Joo 1995, 11463
v52 n2 j)6() il
Booklets and Booklet Panea - 1995
New Issues. (New dcfinitivca - Flag, ~and fruit
treea. New cOIIUDcrooratives • land vehiclea, golf,
L\lllCilburR Al.ladcmv and Group of7. Fin t olaa rates
from 199Jto Aug,_l995 rates arc included.]; Wilaon,
William J.F. Oot/Deo 1995, 11465 v52 n4 J)66(3) tb
Bowen, Donald W.
The Donald W. Bowen Canadian Cancellation
Collection. (Robert A. Lee annooocea auction of
c:B10CIIlllion oollcotion.]; Apr/Joo 1995, #463 v52 n2
p14 il
Braaler, Nonnm- Collection
The Norman Brassier Small Oueens. [Jim A. Hcnnook
announOCI auction of Ifraalcr's Small
colleotiOIII.]; Jul/Sep 1995, #464 vS2 n3 p1 il

o.-na

British Am~tiran Bank Note Company
The British American Bank Note Company: Details of
its Formation and of the Events Leading to Its First
Contract with the Government ofCanada. Ryanl
Christopbc:r D. Jan/Mar 1995, ll462v52 n1 p6(16) i
bi
Brltlah Columbia - Cltlea and Countlea - Lake
Bennett
A Very Early "Oold Rush" Cover from a Precancel
Collection. [llluatration and a diJJcUIIion of an 1898
Gold Rush COver; diecUIIion of mail handling during
the Gold Ruah is included.]; Luascy, H8ny W.
Jan/Mar 1995, #462 v52 nl R59(2) il
Readers Speak. [Additions to Luascy article (Topics
Jan/Mar 1995 ). Author rcP.OfU fm<Jing an articfe in
the National Arohivea rclate<t to ahortagc of st!!!JP8 at
Lake BCfU~C!t. Allo a rcp()rt of early NWT POll
marks.]; Scrimgcour, Gray K. Jul/Scp 1995, 11'464
vS2 n3 p62(2)
Collectlq
EditorialPage. Collecting f or the Future (and selling
in II). !Economics VCI'IUI the hobby~~~ of stamp
collcoling.]; Willson, Victor L. JUJ/Scp 1995, 1146'l
v52 n3 p3(3)
CollecEin Canada.
Always Look at that Cover
Care :y. [Buying oovcrs with IUIUiual marka and
trac ing dOwn tliCir mcanin.&.]i· Burnett, John T.
Jui/Scp 1995, 11464 v52 n3 !'53( ) il
CollectlnJ - Arreasones and SUpJ!llea
Perforations Revisited: the Kiusalas Oauge and the
1'hird Bill Inue. [Extracll from the patent on the
W.& H. Bcmroac perforating machine arc used to
examine how pcrforati0111 were ~plied to the Third
Bill i11uc. The UIC and diffcrcnOCI of various
pcr(oration gaup arc included.]· Johnaoo, Richard
A. Oot/Dco 1995, 11465 v52 n4 pf5(12) tb bi
Collectlne - AITllneement and Mountlnc
RenumliiJring the Lor:ge Queens. (Comprc;henaive
rcnumbcririg of the lArge Queena 11 ur~ for all
cataloas: qgcstcd listings arc ~vided.]; Sua, Roy.
Jan/Mar 1995, 11462 vS2 n1 p40(7) tb
Connell, Chatiea
BNA A Century Plus Ago: The Stamp Co/leeton
Magazine - 1865. @NA articlca of interest arc
ablfrllctcd J~
· Pratt, RObert H. Oot/Dco 1995, 11465
v52n4p3Sl3)
Cnm Border all
Transpot1ation of Ooods to Canada through the
United States. Same song, second verse. [Letter of
18SO oomplaim of shipptnJ! problctn1 betWeen the
U.S. and Canada~·Swttt, JCffrcy A. Apr/Joo 1995,
11463 vS2 n2 p1
il
Delayed/O.mr r all
For a Penny o wo... J2F. post card dated 1898 from
Wumipcs to ngland 11 alluatrated with 'Damase:d by
immcn1on in sea water' mark in red.]· Stetnlwt,
Allan L. Oct/Dco 1995, #465 vS2 n4 p4~l) it
Firat Day of Uae
First DaYCrwen ofthe Classic Iss.ues ofCanada. Pat1
10-PirstDayCovers ofthe King George V Admiral
Definitive lssue. [2 on 3 cent ovcrJX;inll of 1926 arc
shown on cover; the ov~nting prooe11 is
discuascd.l; Baron, Melvin L.; Lwn, Stanley.
Jan/Mar 1995, 11462 v52 n1 J148(8) il tb bi
Fint DayCovers ofthe Classic Issuu~Canada. Pat1
11 - Fint Day Covers of the De mitive Postage
Stamp ~rp/1) Issue of"J928-2~ (Sc. 149-159).
Barori, Melvm L.; Lwn, S£anley. Oot!Dco 1995, #46S
v52 n4 p51(6) il tb bi
Gold Rulh
A Very Early "Gold Rush" Cover from a Precancel
Collection. rm...tration and a OOCUIIion of an 1898
Gold Rush COver; diacUIIion of mail handling during
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the Gold Rush is included.]; LU&Sey, Harry W.
Jan/Mar 1995, #462 vS2 nl pS9(2) il
Readers Spe_ak. [Additions to Lusscy. article (fopi~
Jan/Mar 1995). Author reports findmg an artrcre m
the National Archives related to shortage of stamps at
Lake Bennett. Also a ~rt of eaily NWf .Post
marks.); Scrimgeour, Gray K Jui/Sep 1995, #464
vS2 n3 p62(2)

Great Britain
The Canadian Ocean Mail Clerics· 1860-87. .£.,ow

mail traveled from Canada to Great Bntam. lj
Hanii!Oil, Horace W. Oct/Deo 1995, 11465 v52 n4 pft
bi
Ink
The 'Muddy Water' 1898 Xmas Stamp. [Use of
h dro~1 peroxide may olean sulphurated ink on Map
. ; Pekonen, William. Jan/Mar 1995, #462 v52

e

<4>

The 'Muddy Water• 1898 Xmas Stamp: an Update.

IU~e to Jan-Mar 1995 article.I; Pekonen, William.

Apr/Jun 1995, 11463 vS2 n2 p2.f(3) il

Reaaen SP.eak. [Additions to Pekonen article (Topics
Jan/Mar 1995) on sulfurated stami'S.); Van Someren,
Randall W. Jui/Sep 1995, 11464 v52 n3 p63(2)

Investment and Speculation
Editorial Page. Collectingf'?r the Fr1ture (and selling
in it). (Economics versus the hobby~!S~Jecls ofatamp
oolfeoting.l; Willson, Victor L. Jui/Sep 1995,1146'l
vS2 n3 p3(3)

Jamalt'll
Early Canadian Mail to Jamaica. [Various coven from

tlic 1860's to early 1870's are illustrated and analyzed
for routes and rates.]; Arfken, George B. Jan/Mar
1995, #462 vS2 n1 p24(7) iltb bi
Lam and R~ulatlom
Rambling Through the Records. !Regulation on the use
ofuscchtampe{l865); rates to Ocnffiark, Sweden and
Norway (11!70)~· rates from Manitoba to the rest of
Canada (( 870). ; Steinhart, Allan L. Jan/Mar 1995,
11462 v52 n1 p2 tb

l..emlre, Robert J.
Editorial PageJNew editor for TOPICS, Robert

Lemirei/ is intr uced. J;, Willson, Victor L. Oct/Dec
1995, 46Sv52 n4 pJ(J)

Literature
BNA A Century Plus Ago: T"! Stamp. Collectors
Magazine - 1865. IBNA articles of mtcrest are

absfracted.]; Pratt, Robert H. Oot/Deo 1995, #465
v52 n4p35{3)

Ludlow, Lewla M.
The RPO Cowcatcher. (Missin_g P-ages of the Pritchard
& Andrews impression booJCs.l: Ludlow, Lewis M.
Jan/Mar 1995, 11462 v52 nl p5ll

Mall Delivery
A Very Early "Gold Rush" Cover from a Precancel
Collection. !Illustration and a duoussion of an 1898
Gold Rush Cover; diacussion of mail handling during
the Gold Rush is included. ); Lussey, Harry W.
Jan/Mar 1995, #462 v52 nl P.S9(2) il

Kirkwal~ Canada West to Califomi"' 1860. !Route of

a l 860 letter is traced from Kirwall, Canada West to
California. ); Whiteley, David H. Oct/Dec 1995, #465
v52 n4 p32(2) bi

Manitoba
Rambling Through the Records. !Regulation on the use

ofUIICdlllampe{l865); rates to Ocnffiark, Sweden and
Norway (1870)~· rates from Manitoba to the rest of
Canada 0870). ; Steinhart, Allan L. Jan/Mar 1995,
11462 v52 n1 p2 tb

Maritime Mall - Atlantk
Early Canadian Mail to Jamaica. [Various coven from
tlic 1860's to early 1870's arc illustrated and analyzed
for routes and rates.M,
Arlken, qcorgc B. Jan/Mar
1995, #462 v52 nl p

7) it tb bi
Large Queen Covers to ome. [Covers to Rome are
illilstrated and their J>OS!!ll rates are discussed.]:
Arfk~ G~ B. Apr/Jwt 1995, 11463 v52 n2
pi 5(S) il tb bi
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Problems with the Despatch & Receipt of
Trans-Atlantic Mall: August. 1914 • December,
1914. [Problems involvmg individual sltips are
disoussCd. Ship illustrations included~; White!~,
David H. Apr/Jwt 1995, #463 v52 n2 1(9) it bi

Postal Usage during Canada's Decima Period. Parl
9 - Allan Packet Coven to Ireland and Scotland.
Arlken, Ge<!ge B;i Leggett, Arthur W. Jui/Sep 1995,
11464 v52 n3 p7(11) il b1

Stories Behind MJI Coven. 22. Jllegal Carriage of
Letten. ~1840's Canadian coven carried illegally to

Enaland ; Amcl~ Jack C. Jui/Sep 1995, #464 v52 n3

p1l)(2} i

ForaPennyorTWo... [1883 short paid card to Britainj
1874 U.S. card uied illegally in Canada; 1884
registered post card to Britam; Improper advertising
on an 1881 ~ oardifint day cover(l877) for the
2¢ card to the United 11.ingdoni.J; Ste inhart, Allan L.
Jui/Sep 1995, 11464 v52 n3 p18"<4) it
Readen Speak. [Comments on Arlken's article on mail
from Canada to the West Indies.]; Arnell, Jaok C.
Jui/Sep 1995, 11464 v52 n3 p64(2)
Norway to Canada: 1860-61. ~ow mail traveled from
Norway to Canada.J.i. Whiteley, David H. Oot/Deo
199S, #46S vS2 n4 p..:7(4) it b1
The Canadian Ocean Mal( Clerics- 1860-87. [How
mail traveled from Canada to Great Britain.)j
Harrison, Horace W. Oot/Deo 1995, 11465 v52 M
31 bi

TKtrd Issue Bill Stamps - Transatlantic Franking.

[1869 cover from Halifax to London, En~land pa1d
with a 10¢ N.S. Bill stamp is illustrated. ; Lussey,
Harry W. Oct/Dec 199S,II%5 v52 n4 p4 (1) il

Maritime MaJI - Padne
Canadian Letter Mail to New Zealand and Australia
via Panama. 1866-1869. The Panama, New Zealand
and Australian Royal Mail Co. Arfken, Geo!Bc B.;
Leggett, Arthur W.; Ailed, Gerald J. · Molnar, ueorgo
P. Uoti.Deo 1995, #465 vS2 n4 p7(7) il tb bi
M ilitary Mall - Service Orcanlu tlona
World War I Auxiliary Coven - Church Army Huts.
Bayes, Robert A. Ooi/Dco 1995, #46S vS2 n4 p38(7)
il

Ne1¥ZHland
Canadian Letter Mail to New Zealand and Australia
via Panama, 1866-1869. The Panama, New Zealand
and Australian Royql Mail Co. Arlken, Geor_se B.;
Leaaett. Arthur W.; Ailed, Gerald J;.i.Molnar, ucorge
P. Uot/Deo 1995,11465 v52 n4 p7v) it tb b1

Newfoundland - StamP! - 1897
Newfoundland's 1897 1~ Postal Shorlage. Qyer Norris

R'. Jui/Sep 1995, 11464 v52 n3 p22(IO) il tb ~i

Norway
Norway to Canada: 1860-61. [How mail traveled from
Norway to Canada.J.i. Whiteley, David H. Oct/Dec
199S,11465 v52 n4 p..:7(4) il b1

Over~nts and

Surt'har&ee
Fint
Coven ofthe Classic Issues ofCanada. Parl
10- irst Day Covers ofthe King George V Admiral
Definitive Issue. [2 on 3 cent OVerPr;ints of 1926 ru:e
shown on cover, the overpnntmg prO<lCSs 11
diaoutlscd.l; Baron, l'vlclvin L.· Lum, Staruey. Jan/Mar
1995, ~462 v52 n1 p48(8) i1tb bi
Packet Mall
Early Canadian Mall to Jamaica. [Various oovers
from the 1860's to early 1870's are illustrated and
analyzed for routes and rates.] ; Arfken, qcorgc B.
Jan/Mar 1995, 11462 v52 nl p24(7) it tb bi

PIICJuebotMarlla
Collecting Canada. What the Heck is a Paquebot
Cancel. tlnlroduction to collecting paquebot marb.l;
Burnett, John T. Apr/Jwtl995,11463 v52 n2 p53 if

Perforation•
Perforations Revisited: the Ktusalas Gauge and the
Third Bill Issue [l!:xlracts from the patent on the W.&
H. Bemroee peiforating maohine are used to
examine how perforations were !IJlPiied to the Third
Bill issue. 'The use and differences of various
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perforation faugcs arc included.]· Johnson Richard
A. OctiDco 995, 1146S vS2 n4 p{S(l2) tb hi
Pt.te anti Die Varieties - 1157 - 1Hdm11h
An Abundance ofMajor Re-Entrl& on the One Half
Penny. [~ inoludea illuw.ti001 to clarify IOOIC
of the confuai001 found in Bosl!ll end Jarrett]·
Trimble, Ralph E. Apr/Jun 199S, 11463 vS2 n2 p3(8$
il
Pl11te and Die Varieties - 1898
The 7'1.d Upper Triangle Flaw. (JIIU&trations and
deiiOI'iptions of tho flaw1 on tho iuuc.]; Watt, JIIIDCI
H. Jan/Mar 199S,II462 vS2 n1 p61(3) il
Plate and Die Varletlft - 1966
The BroltmPetau ofthe Pitcher plan/. [Plate positions
and illustration~ of the varieties llf'C oretcntcd.];
Speirs, Dale C. Jan/Mar 199S, II462 vS:t n1 pS6 il
Poet C anle
FQf' a PentJY or Two... [1883 lhort paid card to Britainj
1874 U.S. card uicd illesally in Canada; 1884
resiaterod post card to Britam; Improper advertiains
on an 18 8f post card; lint day COVCf' ( 1877) for tho
2¢ oerd to tlic United Kingdom.]; Steinhart, Allan L.
JuVScp 199S, #464 vS2 ri3 pl8{4) il
Poet C ar'de - ~lar lnue
For a Penny o wo... 12F. post card dated 1898 from
W'~ to
gland II 1lrustratcd with 'Damage:d by
immen1on in - water' mark in red.]; Stemlwt,
Allen L. OciiDeo 199S,II46S vS2 n4 p49(l) il
Peet e..,.. - Renlari.ue - 1871
For a Penny or"Two... ! Short paid 1872 poet card to
the U.S. 11 illuatrated ; Steinhart, Allan L. Apr/Jun
199S, #463 vS2 n2 p8 il
Poet Marlll and CanCellation•
The Donald W. Bowen Canadian Cancellation
Collection. [Robert A Leo IIIVIOUnoea auction of
o.noellation oolleotion.); Apr/Jun 199S, #463 vS2 n2
pl 4il
Poet OfYk-e - Fonnt anti Label•
Collecting Canada: Paper Is a MIU!ition of_ War.
ICanad1- urged to J'CIIIO envelot- during World
War 11.1; BIGliCU, John T. Jan/Mar 199S, #<462 vS2
nl p37(2) il
Poet Ofncee - British C olumbia
A Very Early "Gold Rushw Cover from a Precancel
Collection. [llluatration and a diecU&Iion of an 1898
Gold Rueh C'over; diecUIIion of mail handling during
the Gold Ruah ia includod.I;.._LUIICy, Harry W.
Jan/Mar 199S, #462 vS2 nl pS"\2) il
Readers Spe_ak. [Additions to LUMOy article (Topioa
Jan/Mar 199S). Author~ finding an article in
the NatiaMI Ari::hivcs relatOd to lhortagc of It~ at
Lake Bcmctt. Alao a report of early NWT poat
marks.); ~. Gray K. Jui/Sqi 199$, 1464
v$2 n3 p62(2)
P•t Offkee - Nonhwnt Terrltorlee
Readen Speak. (Additions to Luuc:r. article (fopioe
Jan/Mar 199S). Author reP.0f11 fuKiing an article in
the National Arobivee rclatc<l to shortage of etampa at
Lake Bennett. Aleo a report of eaily NWT post
marks.); Sorimpur, Gray K. JuVSep l99S, #464
vS2 n3 p62(2)
Poetace DUe
For a Pen">' or Two... ~S~ paid 1872 ~card to
t.he U.S. 11 illllltrated. ; Steinhart, Allen L. Apr/Jun
199S, 11463 vS2 n2 p8 il
Stori& Behind My Coven. 22. Illegal CafTiage of
Letterr. ll840'a Canadi1111 coven carried illegally to
Enaland. ; Arnell, Jack C. JuVSep 199S, !1464 vS2 n3
pl6(2) i
Fora Penny or Two... [1883 ehort paid oerd to Britain·
1874 U.S. card uicd illegally in Canada; 1884
regiaterod poet card to Britam; 1m~r advertieing
on an 1881 ~~card· lint day oovCf'(l877) for the
2¢ card to tlic United Kingdom.]; Steirihart, Allan L.
JuVScp 199S, 11464vS2ri3 p18{4) il
Storlu Behind M_j> Coven. 13. Postage Due in RED.
[Cova- from 1802 (London to QuebCO via Halifax) U.
1lluetrated; and, the RED JlOIUBC due 111811111Cript

mart ie diaousecd.l; Amcl~ Jack C. OciiDeo 199S,
#46S vS2 n4 pS7(2) il
PoetaiSenke
Postal Beginnings Nonh of Ed111onton. [Series of
Ietten reveal devel~t of P.CJ«al ICfvige north of
~Alberta.] ; Roaenthlil, Max. Jul!Sep 199S,
11464 vS2 n3 pS6(3) il
Pretanttla
The 1995 Precancel Count. !Table listing quantitiea of
precancel types u held by a eclecfed list of
oolleotore.J; Reiche, Hllllll. APr/Jun 199S,II463 vS2
n2 p27(2)w
Prltdianl anti Andrew1, Ltd
The RPO Cowcatcher. (Mi•ing~p of the Pritchard
& Andrews impn:aaion booQ. · Ludlow, Lewia M.
Jan/Mar 199JJ!462 vS2 nl_p;?.t
R.llwaJ Poet VI IKe Marlll (KI'UI)
The RPO Cowcatcher. [Mi•ing~gcs of the Pritchard
& Andrcwa im~ion boolii. · Ludlow, Lewia M.
Jan/Mar 199S, #462 v$2 nl p
The RPO Cowcatcher. jFurthCr discuaeion ofN-S7.li
Stalker, BrianT. Apf_/ un 199S #463 vS2 n2 pS0(2J
Readen Speak; The B1if!alo &- JAke Huron Railway.
IAdditions and oommenta on ROBS Gray's article m
TOPICS 11461.); GiUam, Lionel. Apr/Jun 199S, 11463
vS2 n2 pSS(2)
Readen Speak: re. Horace Harrison'1 Conchuio111...
!Addition~ to HarriJon'a art.iclo (Vol 41 No.4).
Writer ahowe another letter to a Mr. Garland]·
Jui/Sep 199S, 1#464 v$2 n3 p61(2) il
'
R.t"
Ro111bling Through the Records. [Regulation on tho uae
of1110()Mn~J~(I86S); rateato Dcni'nark, Sweden and
Norway ( 1870~, raies from Manitoba to the reel of
Canada ( 1870). · Steinhart, Allan L. Jan/Mar 199S,
11462 vS2 n1 p tb
Some NtJW Rates and Postal Fe11;1. INcw ralel to take
effect August I, 199S.l; Lemire, 'Robert J. JuVSep
199S, #404 vS2 n3 p71r
N~ to Cmlc.rdx 1860-61. !How mail traveled from
Norway to CMada. li..Whiicley, David H. Oot/Deo
1 995~,#46S vS2 n4 pu(4) il b1
R.tee - rlnt Cl- MaJI
New I11ues. [New definitive• ·Flag, Queen and Fruit
trees. New oommemorativce • land vehicloa, golf,
LuncnburJ! Aaldcmy and Group of 7. Firat cl881 rat01
from 1993' to Aua. 199S rate• arc included.); \Vilaon,
William J.F. Oo1/Deo 199S, #465 vS2 n4 P66(3) tb
Raearch Methode
Collecting Canada. AIWO)'I Look at that Cover
Carefolly. [Bu~& coven with unueuallllllb lnd
trac~ down thCir IJIC8IIinA.J· Burnett, John T.
JuVSep 199S,_II464 vS2 n3 pSJ(l ) i1
Rnmue and Tu PaW Stampe - Federal - Bill

St~
Pe orolions Revisited: the Khualru Gauge and the

'hird Bill Issue. [Extracts from the patent on tho
W.& H. Bemroae perforating machine aro uacd to
examine how perforations were applied to the Third
Bill i..uc. The uae and difTCf'CDocs of varioue
perforation gaugce aro included.)· Johnson, Richard
A. OoiiDeo 1995, #46S vS2 n4 pf S(l2) tb bi
Revenue and Tu Paid Stampe - Federal - Ekdrk
andG•
Those "CANCEUEDw Markings on Early Revenuu.
~. Hmy W. Apr/Jun 199'5, #463 v52 n2 p21(3)
il
Revenue and Tu Paid Stampe - Federal - Poetal
Not" and Scrip
Be Carefo..l - Cello Packs Can be Booby-Trapped
[Philatelic Bureau preparation of ~I aoript
packets mixea iuuca from 1967 and 1968.
Unavailability of 1968 isiiUCI oauacd substitution of
1967 iuuc.l'\:Luaeey, Harry W. JuVSep 199S, #464
vS2n3 pS21
IWft~~MilfMI Tu Paid Stampe - Federal- Uaed for
PoetJt&e
Thiril Juue Bill Stamps - Trat~~atlanlic Franking.
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(1869 oover from Halifax to London, Enghmd peid with
a t O¢ N.S. Billltamp is illustrated] ; LUuey, Harry W.

Oct/Deo 1995, # 465vS2 o4 p47(1) 1l

S.lqtlon Aml7
SaiVIIion Army Coven of the Canadian Anned Forcca.
[Eldmlive illllltrationa of World War I coven. Brief
early history of the Salvation is included.]; Baye&,
Rolicrt. Apf/Jun 1995, #463 v52 n2 p30(1 f) il

Smith J.E. Aaaheton
I 00 Canada Pence Lots. [Smith collection of Canada
Pence is offered at auction by llcnnok.]; Apr/Jun
1995, #463 v52 n2 pi il

~m~
The 7~d Upper Triangle Flaw.

work.); l3ayes. Robert A. JuVScp 1995,11464 vS2 n3
p41(2) il

Stam21 - l~8

F1r1t uayCU'I'Bn ofthe Classic lssuu~Canada. Parl
11 - Flnt
Coven
the De mitive Past '
Stamp
lssU4
(Sc. U9-JfDJ.
Baron, Met~'L.(· Lum, sl.niey. Oct/Occ 1995,1146~

of!/;918-2~

(Sc/!Jl

v~2 n4 pS 1(6) i tb bi
Stampe - 1964

Readers Speak; Provincial FloWlln & Coats ofAnns.

!Follow-~ on Dale Spcin article (Topioa 462).li
Whalley, David. Apr/Jun 199~,11463 v~2 n2 p~6(2,

.

[lllustrahons and

dcacriptions of the flawa on the iMuc.]; Watt, JUDC~~ SfamJII · l ' "
H. Jali/Mar 1995, #462 v52 n I p61(3) il
The BrolcM Petals ofthtt Pitchttrylant. [Plate poaitions
and illuatrationa of the venctica we pracntcd. J;
Sfampe - 11159 • Flnt Dedmall
An Abundance ofMajor Re-Entries on the One Half
Spcin, O.le C. Jav'Mw 1995,11462 v~2 n1 p~6 il
Penny. [Authors inoludcl illultrations to clarify IO!Ile Stampa - 1994
of the oonfusiona found in Dog!!' and Jarrett.)·
New l11ues. [38¢ Greet More· Chrillmaa; Berries

Trimble, Ralph E. Apr/Jun 1995, 11'463 vS2 n2 p3(8~
il
Stamp• - 1868 • LaliiQuHnl
Renumbering the
e Queens. (Comprl!hcn&ivc
renumbering of the
gc Queena 11 ur85><1 for all
~01!11; -acatcd liat.inga arc~idcd. ]; Saaa, Roy.
Jan/Mw 19'9'5, /1462 vS2 nl
7) tb
Large Queen Covers to Rome. [ ven to Rome arc
ilfUIInltcd Mid their ~I rates we diacwecd.l;
Arfk~ George B. AprfJun 1995, 11463 vS2 n2
pl5(5) 1l tb bi
StamjM - 11161- I...an!e Queena - 15¢
ThePrintlngof..Canaiio's JS Cent Lorge Queen Stamp.
[Tho goal of this article is to help oollccton allocate
a atamp to its correct printing or period, and to
dctermme its gcnuinencts.Ji. Menioh, Stephen J.
JuVScp 1995, ll't64 v52 n3 pJ3(8) tb
Stamp~ - 1870 · Small QuHtta
Thtt Nonncn Bra.uler Small OueeM. [Jim A. HCMOOk
announocs euotion of B..-ler'a Small ~
collcotiona.l; JuVScp 1995,11464 v52 n3 p i il
Stamp~ - 111911 - Map Sfami/
The 'Muddy Water' 189 Xmas Stamp. [Uac of
hSJ1 pi:roxjdc may olean aulphuratcd ink on Map
~; Pekoncn, William. Jan/Mar 1995,11462 vS2
~! ~. 4)

The 'Muddy_ Water" 1898 Xmas Stamp: an Update.
IU~e to Jan/Mar 199~ article.]; Pekoncn, William.

i\pr/Jun 1995,11463 vS2 n2 p24'(3) it
Reaaen StJBcak. [Additiona to Pekonen article (Topioa
J..vM.t 99S) on sulfurated lt111J1111. ); Van Somcrcn,
Rand.ll W. JuVSep 199S, 11464 v52 n3 p63(2)
Stam~ 19ll - Athmnla

~

Ffm
Coven o thtt Claulc lssuu ofCanada. Parl
10. lm
C[,vers o[the King George V Admiral
Definitive issue. [2 on 3 ocnt o~nll of 1926 ar:c

1hown on cover; the ov~rpnnhng ~ 11
d~ 1; Baron, Melvin L. · Lurn, Stanley. Jan/Mar
199~, 11462 vS2 nl p48(8) i( tb bi
Starn~ - 1911 - Admlnta - 3«!
Type 'E' Latheworlc ofPlate 71, Admiral Issue 3¢. 13¢
- brown Admiral ihowa only uac of E type lalhC

dcf1nitivcs; Inl1 Civil Aviation; Pr.;hiltorio M11111111ala;
World W•ll.]; Wil•on, Wilham J.F. Jan/Mar 199~.
11462 v52 n1 p71(2) tb
New Issues. (431! Flas 0994 and 199~) 43¢ ~
(1994), Sl and S2 {1~5).]; Wil1011, William J.F.
Apr/Jun 199S, 11463 v~2 nl p62
Sf•mJM New Jssuu. [43¢ Flag (1994 MICI199S). 43~ ~
( 1994), S1 and S2 {1995).); Wilaon,'Wilham J.F.
Apc/Jun 1995,11463 v52 n2 P62
Newluuu. Willlon, Victor L. JuVScp 199S,/1464 vS2
n3 p79(2) tb
New l81ues. (New dcfinitivca ·Flag. ~and fruit
trees. New commemorative• • land vehicle&, golf,
LunenburR kadcmy and Group of7. Firlt ot- rates
from 1993"toAua. 199~ rates arc included.]; Wilaon,
William J.F. Oc1i'Dco 1995,11465 v52 n4 ji66(3) tb
UnlfN Sfafn

am

Tran.rportation of Goods to Canada through the
United Statu. Same song. second vene. (LCUer of
1850 complaint of ahippiDJI j!roblcma bctWccn the
U.S. and Canada~· SWill, Jeffrey A. Apr/J1111 199~.
11463 vS2 n2 1

Kirlcwall,

Co~

) il

ut to Calffornla. 1860. [Route of
a1860 letter ia traced from f<iJWall, Canada Wcat to
California.}; Whiteley, David H. Oct/Deo 199S,II46S
v~2

n4 p32(2) bi

World War I
Salvation ArmY. Cover1 of the Canadian Anned Forces.
[Extawive illultnllcni of World Wac I coven. Brief
early hiltory of the Salvation iJ included. I; Bayes,
Robert. Apr7Jun 1995, 11463 v~2 n2 1)30(1 f) il

Proble~n~

with the Dupatch tfc Receipt of
Trruu-Atlantic Mall: AuB!Ut. 19U - December,
19U. !Problema involvins individual ahi[lll we
diaouiiiCCI. Ship illuatrationa included.]· Whiteley,
David H. Apr/Jun 1995 11463 v~2 n2 ~1(9) il bi

World War I Auxiliary_Covers • Churc~ Army Hut1.
Bayca, Robert A Oof/Dco 199S, 1146S v5211'f tp38(7)
il

World WarD
Collecting Canada: Paper Is a Munition of War.
! Canad1- urged to rcuac envelopes during World
War II.I; Burnett, John T. Jav'Mac199S, 11462 v~2
n l p37(2) il
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Firby, or not Firby'?
That is the question.
When 1he time came to dispose of their collections these specialists asked,
"What ca11 Charles G. Flrby do for me? The results of each auction said It alii

D

We conduct several philatelic auctions and 1he world's largest
philatelic literature auction each year. Catalogs are prepared
with exacting descriptions, quality photographs and realistic
estimates to assure our vendors the highest In realizations.

m

Through private treaty, our knowledge of many markets can
place your collection or specialized items in the hands of discriminating collectors around the world.

IJ

And In all cases we are In the position to buy collections outright, when instant payment Is essential.

We hove helped many collectors, prominent and obscure, to
realize top dollar for their collections. And for consignors of Canada and
other British North America areas, we offer the strength of the US dollar as
well as one of 1he flnest dient lists available.

We look forward to the opportunity to discuss the disposal of your
collection.. .through auction, private treaty, or outright purchase. Just call
for an honest analysJs.

The obvious answer is yes!
Chad<.·s <i. Fia·hy
ALJC l i ON:--,

6695 Highland Rd. Waterford, Michigan 48327 Phone 810.887-3091
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CLASSICS???

Every naonth of the yearlll

J.N. SISSONS INC.
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices
1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513,
220 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario
MSB 2H1
(416) 595-9800

